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PANEL ONE: Panoramic: Dust fills the air in a barren desert
wasteland.
LEGEND: Somewhere. Now.
PANEL TWO: Panoramic shot zoomed in slightly. As the dust begins
to settle, two figures stand motionless as they face one another.
Craters from combat, lace the surface of the planet.
PANEL THREE: Zoomed in yet again. A battle-ravaged Superman faces
off with a battle-ravaged Super Saiyan Goku. Both are out of
breath.
SUPERMAN: Pant, pant, pant. We’ve been at this for hours…
ready to give up yet?
GOKU: Pant, pant, pant… Not a chance.
PANEL FOUR: Superman looks at Goku.
SUPERMAN: It’s only… a matter of time before my friends
find me.
GOKU: I’m sure my friends are on the way too… but until
then…
PANEL FIVE: Goku charges Superman, and Superman drops into a
battle stance.
GOKU: Ahhhhh!
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): C ‘mon guys…
PAGE 2 – 3 SPREAD
2 PAGE SPREAD: In the foreground, Vegeta and Wonder Woman are
consumed with rage as they exchange Earth-trembling punches.
Green Lantern (Hal Jordan) has a ring construct holding and
squeezing Yamcha.
In the skies above, Piccolo and Martian Manhunter are entangled
as they attack one another.
In the background, close to the entrance of the Temple of Tikal,
Cyborg fires his cannon at Krillin, who dodges the blast. Bulma
runs straight towards the entrance of the temple.
LEGEND: Guatemala, Central America

CAPTION (SUPERMAN): …where are you?
KRILLIN: Hurry Bulma!
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PANEL ONE: DCU - Cityscape with the well-known Daily Planet and
Lexcorp buildings, in view.
LEGEND: Metropolis. 8 Hours Ago.
PANEL TWO: An explosion rocks one of the buildings.
SFX: Ba-Doom!!!
PANEL THREE: Solomon Grundy backhands Wonder Woman and sends her
flying into a wall.
SFX: Krashh!
WONDER WOMAN: Ukk!
PANEL FOUR: Green Lantern uses his ring to keep a building from
falling on civilians running for their lives.
PANEL FIVE: Martian Manhunter tries focusing to gain control of
Solomon Grundy.
CAPTION (MARTIAN MANHUNTER): Nothing. It's as if his mind
is blank.
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PANEL ONE: Solomon Grundy throws a piece of the shattered road at
Martian Manhunter, hitting him in the stomach.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Raaa!
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Ahh!
PANEL TWO: Cyborg blasts Solomon Grundy in the back with his
White Noise Cannon.
SFX: SKREEEEE!
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Hrkk!!!
PANEL THREE: Solomon turns around and smashes both fists into the
ground. It cracks the earth under Cyborg’s feet causing him to
fall to the ground.

SFX: BOOOM! Krekkk!
PANEL FOUR: Solomon Grundy’s head gets knocked to the side as a
red blur flies past him.
SFX: Swooosh! Krak!
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Rrkk!
PANEL FIVE: Solomon looks up from the ground at his new opponent.
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PANEL ONE: Superman has arrived.
SUPERMAN: Stop this… Now!
PANEL TWO: Solomon tosses a car at Superman.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Raaa!
PANEL THREE: Superman dodges it as he flies straight for Solomon.
PANEL FOUR: Superman hits Solomon with a powerful punch.
SFX: Ba-Dooom!!!
PANEL FIVE: Solomon lays unconscious at Superman’s feet. Green
Lantern lands as Wonder Woman, Cyborg and Martian Manhunter
approach Superman.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Excellent timing.
GREEN LANTERN: I was just about to do that.
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PANEL ONE: Lex Luthor looks down at the battle from his office
atop the Lexcorp skyscraper.
CAPTION (LEX LUTHOR): Of course… Superman. Always Superman.
LEX LUTHOR: As I predicted, your powerful new stranger
couldn’t defeat Superman.
CAPTION (LEX LUTHOR): Good. I’m the one destined to kill
Superman anyway. I’m the only one intelligent enough to see
the threat that he is to this planet so I'll be the one
that saves everyone from him.
LORD UNITY (o.s.): He was never meant to defeat Superman.

PANEL TWO: Lex Luthor turns around to look at a hologram-like
image of Lord Unity (in his non-corporeal form). Lord Unity is a
hooded, elderly man.
LORD UNITY: He was meant to draw Superman out so that I
could lock onto his body signature for the transfer. And I
brought Solomon Grundy here to prove to you that I have the
technology to transport beings across the Multiverse.
LEX LUTHOR: I’ve had dealings with parallel universes
before. Am I supposed to be impressed?
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity watches as Lex Luther takes a seat at his
desk.
LORD UNITY: Not at all. But perhaps, I have persuaded you
to help me with my plan.
LEX LUTHOR: You’re saying if I do this, I’ll be able to get
anything I want?
LORD UNITY: We both will.
PANEL FOUR: Lex turns his chair around to look out the window
again. Lord Unity is behind him.
CAPTION (LEX LUTHOR): I don’t trust this… Lord Unity, but
the potential for what he’s offering is too good to pass
up.
LEX LUTHOR: Fine… What are the orbs called again?
LORD UNITY: They are known as…
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PANEL ONE: DBZU – Krillin and Yamcha spar on the beach of a small
island with one house on it.
LEGEND: Roshi Island
CAPTION (LORD UNITY): …Dragonballs!
KRILLIN: Hyah!
YAMCHA: Nice one Krillin!
VEGETA (o.s.): You can’t be serious!

PANEL TWO: Krillin and Yamcha stop training and look up in the
sky. They see Vegeta coming in for a landing.
VEGETA: Don’t tell me you weaklings are training. Buu is
already dead. Besides, you could never defeat him no matter
how hard you tried.
PANEL THREE: Both, Krillin and Yamcha, look disappointed that
Vegeta has arrived.
KRILLIN: Nice to see you too Vegeta. We know Buu’s dead.
We’re training for the World Martial Arts Tournament.
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta tilts his head back in laughter.
VEGETA: The World Martial Arts Tournament? Ha, ha, ha, ha!
PANEL FIVE: Krillin raises an eyebrow and tauntingly replies.
KRILLIN: Goku’s entering ya’ know? He’s training in the
Capsule out back.
PANEL SIX: Vegeta’s eyes widen with shock.
VEGETA:

What? Kakarot’s training… now?
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta runs to the back of the house and stops dead in
his tracks when he sees a Training Capsule from Capsule Corp.
VEGETA: Where did this come from?
PANEL TWO: Bulma walks out the back door of the house carrying a
pitcher of water. She’s shocked and knows she’s caught when she
sees Vegeta, Krillin and Yamcha.
BULMA: Goku I brought you some… ooops.
PANEL THREE: Vegeta’s temples throb as he becomes enraged. Yamcha
and Krillin are in the background trying not to laugh.
VEGETA: You brought it here? But why? Why didn’t you tell
me?
PANEL FOUR: Bulma knows she’s caught and doesn’t even try to make
up a good excuse.
BULMA: Goku asked for it… after, I made some modifications
of course. Now, it maxes out at 100,000x’s Earth Gravity.

PANEL FIVE: Vegeta rushes over to the capsule to look in the
small window. With Vegeta’s back to them, Bulma gives Yamcha and
Krillin a look of death that causes them to stop laughing.
VEGETA: 100,000xs?
PANEL SIX: Close-up of Vegeta’s eyes as they widen with shock at
what he sees.
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PANEL ONE: Inside the Capsule, Goku (black hair mode) is doing
one-fingered, hand-stand, push-ups. Vegeta is in the background,
peeking through a little window. A digital panel on the interior
dashboard of the Capsule reads ‘50,000 G’.
GOKU: 999, 1000, 1001…
PANEL TWO: An angry Vegeta walks past Bulma, Krillin and Yamcha
to the front of the Capsule.
VEGETA: Oh, no you don’t, Kakarot!!!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta hits the access panel that opens the
Capsule’s latch.
SFX:

Click! Vreee!

PANEL FOUR: Close-up of the digital panel as the number display
becomes illegible from counting down so fast.
SFX: tiktiktiktiktik!
PANEL FIVE: Close-up of the digital panel as the number now reads
‘0 G’.
SFX: Beeep!
PANEL SIX: The quick shift in gravity catches Goku off guard and
he throws himself into the ceiling.
GOKU: Whaaa!
SFX: Thuud!!
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PANEL ONE: Goku is on the ground now, rubbing his head to rub out
the pain from hitting it so hard. Light rays enter the capsule as
the latch opens.

GOKU: Owww!
PANEL TWO: Goku gets a big smile on his face when he sees Vegeta
walk in.
GOKU: Oh, hi Vegeta!
PANEL THREE: Goku stands up just as Vegeta starts waiving his
fist in angry protest at Goku.
VEGETA: I know what you’re doing Kakarot! You’re trying to
get stronger than me!
PANEL FOUR: Goku walks towards the controls of the Capsule and
passes Vegeta with a smile on his face. Vegeta’s temples throb
with anger, he clenches his fists tight.
GOKU: I thought I already was.
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta turns to Goku with a fist raised as Goku
fidgets with the controls.
VEGETA: What did you just say?
PANEL TWO: Goku smiles and waives his hands for Vegeta to calm
down.
GOKU: I’m kidding Vegeta. I’m just training for the World
Martial Arts Tournament. What’s the big deal?
PANEL THREE: Vegeta gets close to Goku. Goku looks surprised.
VEGETA: Stop it Kakarot, you know as well as I do it will
come down to the two of us.
GOKU: I didn’t even know you were entering.
VEGETA: I am now.
PANEL FOUR: Bulma, Yamcha and Krillin watch as Goku and Vegeta
wrestle for the controls of the Capsule Training system.
VEGETA: I will not let you beat me. Move over I’m training
too.
KRILLIN: Those two.

BULMA: This is why I didn’t want to tell Vegeta. I knew he’d act
like this.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe - Lex Luthor materializes, on a small
space station above an alien planet, wearing his battle armor.
Lord Unity’s non-corporeal form looks at Lex.
LEGEND: Lord Unity’s Space Station. Unknown Universe.
LEX LUTHOR: Where are we?
LORD UNITY: My space station. We are in a universe
somewhere between yours and where the Dragonballs are
located… Your battle armor was unnecessary.
LEX LUTHOR: Yes, well, I don’t know you and I like to be
prepared for anything. Why are we here?
PANEL TWO: Lord Unity goes to the large window which overlooks a
planet below. With Unity’s back turned to Lex, Lex takes the
opportunity to activate something on his forearm control pad.
SFX: Click.
LORD UNITY: It is here that we shall trap the most powerful
beings from each of the two universes. They will act as a
tether to their planets as well as supply us with the
energy needed to temporarily mesh the two universes into
one. During that time you will be able to seek out the
Dragonballs.
PANEL THREE: Unity turns back around to look at Lex.
LEX LUTHOR: Why don’t you just transport me to that
dimension?
LORD UNITY: The only way the Dragon can fulfill your wish
is if you are part of the same dimension. Trust me.
PANEL FOUR: Lex walks up to look out the window.
LEX LUTHOR: I don’t trust anyone.
LORD UNITY: Good policy, but this is the only way. You do
this and we will each have our wish. I will get my physical
body back and you… you can have anything you desire.

PANEL FIVE: Lex and Unity exchange looks.
LEX LUTHOR: I desire quite a lot.
LORD UNITY: Then we should begin.
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PANEL ONE: DCU – Green Lantern walks down a hall next to Steve
Trevor. Superman, Cyborg, Martian Manhunter, and Wonder Woman
follow close behind.
LEGEND: The Circus: Maximum Security Detention Facility
GREEN LANTERN: Thanks for letting us lock him up here for
now Steve. With OA destroyed we don’t currently have
dependable sciencecells. This is probably the only
facility, here on Earth, that can hold someone like him.
STEVE TREVOR: Not a problem Green Lantern. Just glad I
could help.
PANEL TWO: Steve looks over and sees Wonder Woman and Superman
exchanging smiles.
PANEL THREE: Steve looks back at Green Lantern.
STEVE TREVOR: Any idea where the monster came from?
GREEN LANTERN: We’re not sure, but we think…
WONDER WOMAN (o.s): Superman!
PANEL FOUR: Everyone looks and sees Superman disappearing.
SFX: Zewwwwm!
WONDER WOMAN: What’s happening to him?
PANEL FIVE: Superman is gone. The team exchange looks of worry.
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PANEL ONE: DBZU - Inside the Training Capsule, Vegeta throws a
high kick into the air while Goku stretches. The digital display
reads ‘50,000 G’.
VEGETA: Hrah!

GOKU: Before you came in, I was just about to max it out at the
full 100,000x Earth gravity. But we can keep it here so you can’t
handle it Vegeta.
PANEL TWO: Vegeta turns to Goku with a scowl on his face.
VEGETA: I can handle anything you can Kakarot… and more!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta walks to the controls and pushes some
buttons.
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta turns halfway around shocked to see Goku
disappearing. The digital display reads ‘100,000 G’.
SFX: Zewwwwm!
GOKU: That’s more…
VEGETA: Kakarot!!!
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PANEL ONE: DBZU – Supreme Kai looks scared as he runs up to a
meditating Old Kai.
LEGEND: World of the Kais
SUPREME KAI: Goku’s Ki just disappeared. What does it mean
Old Kai? Has Goku died?
PANEL TWO: Old Kai opens his eyes and looks at the panicked
Supreme Kai.
OLD KAI: I’m not sure what it means. But he can’t just be
dead, even in death we would still feel his energy up here.
PANEL THREE: Supreme Kai looks down at the Old Kai.
SUPREME KAI: Shall I go down there and see what I can find
out?
PANEL FOUR: Old Kai looks down at a crystal ball. It has a
picture of Krillin, Yamcha and Vegeta in it.
OLD KAI: Not yet. Let’s wait and see what happens first.
Let’s give the others a chance to find out what has
happened before we meddle.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe – Superman appears on a desolate planet.
The surface is tiled as far as the eye can see.
LEGEND: Unknown Universe
SUPERMAN: Wha..?
PANEL TWO: He looks back and forth, but all he sees are the tiles
and a mountainscape far off in the distance.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): What just happened? Where am I?
PANEL THREE: He flies up to get a better view. The tile goes on
for miles.
PANEL FOUR: Looking down, he finally sees the ends of the tile.
It forms a massive fighting ring.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): What’s that supposed to be?
PANEL 18
PANEL ONE: Superman tries to fly higher, but he hits a red force
field.
SUPERMAN: Ughh!
PANEL TWO: He touches the barrier.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): Some kind of force field.
PANEL THREE: He punches it with everything he has.
SFX: Ba-dooom!
PANEL FOUR: And punches it.
SFX: Ba-dooom!
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): Nothing. I can’t break through it.
PANEL FIVE: Close-up of Superman’s ear.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): Wait, what’s that?
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PANEL ONE: Goku appears down on the surface. He looks around.

GOKU: …like it Vegeta… Huh?
PANEL TWO: Goku sees Superman coming in for a landing and
immediately waves at him.
GOKU: Hi, I’m Goku.
SUPERMAN: Well you’re a friendly one. I’m Superman.
PANEL THREE: Goku’s eyes widen and he gets a huge cheesy smile.
GOKU: Wow, I’ve never felt Ki energy like yours before! You
must be really strong.
SUPERMAN: You can sense that?
PANEL FOUR: They shake hands.
GOKU: Oh, yeah, for sure. I’m impressed!
SUPERMAN: Thank you. That’s a powerful grip you have,
you’re pretty strong yourself.
PANEL FIVE: Goku smiles and scratches his head as Superman looks
around again.
SUPERMAN: Do you know where we are?
GOKU: Nope, I have no idea.
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PANEL ONE: Goku and Superman look up and around as huge
holographic monitors appear. Lord Unity is on the screen.
SFX: Bzzzt
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): Welcome Kal-El and Kakarot… or should
I say Superman and Goku? I am Lord Unity. Due to your
enormous power levels, I have chosen the both of you to
participate in a battle to determine who is the strongest
in the Multiverse.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks over at Goku.
SUPERMAN: Do you know who this guy is?
GOKU: Never seen him before.
SUPERMAN: Me neither, but he seems to know us.

PANEL THREE: Superman steps forward to address Lord Unity.
SUPERMAN: I’m sorry. I don’t know who you think you are,
but we’re not just going to fight each other for your
entertainment.
PANEL FOUR: Goku has a smile on his face again as Superman looks
back at him with a dumbfounded “WTF?” look.
GOKU: I don’t know, it sounds kinda fun.
PANEL FIVE: Close-up of Unity on the screens.
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): I don’t think I’ve made myself clear.
This fight will determine the very fate of your planets as
well.
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PANEL ONE: On the screen, Unity shows them images of each of
their respective teams. (Krillin, Bulma, Yamcha, Vegeta, Piccolo
and Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, Cyborg, Batman, Martian
Manhunter.)
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): The winner will get to see their
friends again. But the loser’s planet will be destroyed.
PANEL TWO: Superman and Goku look up at the giant screen with
Unity on it.
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): As an added incentive, if I feel you
are giving me the show I believe you can and there is a
clear and decisive victor, then I will allow both of your
worlds to survive. However, if I feel either of you are
pulling your punches in anyway, or simply biding your time,
I will not hesitate to destroy both planets.
TO BE CONTINUED
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe – Superman and Goku look up at the giant
screen with Lord Unity on it.
LEGEND: Unknown Universe
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): You can either, resist and let both
of your worlds die, or you can save one by simply fighting
one another… But if you both give me your absolute best,
you have the opportunity to save both worlds… The choice is
yours.
PANEL TWO: Superman turns to Goku.
SUPERMAN: We have to get out of here somehow.
GOKU: Right.
PANEL THREE: Goku puts his hand on Superman’s shoulder and with
his other hand he puts his index finger to his forehead.
GOKU: Hold on, were going for a ride.
SUPERMAN: I’ve already tried flying out of here. There’s a
force field surrounding the planet.
GOKU: I’m going to teleport us out of here with my Instant
Transmission.
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PANEL ONE: Goku has his hand on Superman’s shoulder.
PANEL TWO: Same image as panel one, but Superman looks at Goku.
SUPERMAN: Is something supposed to happen?
PANEL THREE: Goku takes his hand off of Superman and laughs from
embarrassment.
GOKU: It’s not working here. I guess we’re stuck. Ha, ha!
PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity is still on the monitor above them.
Superman steps forward with clenched fists.
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): As you can see, there is no way off
this planet. You know your choices. I suggest you make one
immediately. The sooner you realize that it’s in your best
interests to fight, the safer your worlds will be.

SUPERMAN: How do we know you will keep your word?
PANEL FIVE: Superman looks back, with a baffled look at a very
happy and excited Goku. The monitor with Lord Unity’s image
floats above them.
LORD UNITY (MONITOR): You don’t, but you really have no
choice.
SUPERMAN: Looks like we have to humor him…
GOKU: Alright!!!
SUPERMAN: …at least until we can figure something else out,
or give my friends time to find us.
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PANEL ONE: DCU – Establishing shot of the Watchtower in
geosynchronous orbit around Earth.
LEGEND: DCU Watchtower
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern and Wonder Woman lead Martian Manhunter,
and Cyborg down the halls of the new Watchtower in orbit. Green
Lantern looks distressed.
GREEN LANTERN: Ah man, really? Do we have to go to him?
WONDER WOMAN: If anyone can find Superman, it’s him.
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern looks up at the sky and raises his
hands to emphasize his dislike.
GREEN LANTERN: There’s gotta be another way. He’s such a
downer.
PANEL FOUR: As the four walk, Wonder Woman looks back at Cyborg
and Martian Manhunter.
WONDER WOMAN: How? You said your ring couldn’t detect
Superman. Manhunter can’t locate him telepathically and
Cyborg’s checked every frequency and media outlet
available. We have nothing. He’s our last chance.
PANEL FIVE: Wonder Woman stops at a closed door. Green Lantern
looks exasperated.

GREEN LANTERN: I get it. I get it. Ugh… Figures, I’d
finally have a chance to come back to Earth after all this
time and I have to see...
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SPLASH PAGE: Batman stands in the assembly room of the
Watchtower.
CAPTION (GREEN LANTERN): …Batman!
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PANEL ONE: DBZU – Vegeta rushes over to where Krillin and Yamcha
are sparring. Bulma is lying out on the beach in her bikini.
They can tell Vegeta is distressed and look concerned.
LEGEND: Roshi Island
KRILLIN: What is it Vegeta?
VEGETA: Kakarot is gone! He disappeared.
PANEL TWO: Krillin and Yamcha don’t even care. They go back to
training.
KRILLIN: Okay, thanks Vegeta.
PANEL THREE: Yamcha hides his mouth from Vegeta and whispers to
Krillin. Krillin holds back his laughter at Yamcha’s comment.
YAMCHA: I’d probably disappear too if I got stuck training
with Vegeta.
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta gets angry and yells at them.
VEGETA: This is not a joke! It wasn’t his Instant
Transmission, it was something else.
PANEL FIVE: Bulma, Yamcha and Krillin walk up to Vegeta.
KRILLIN: Okay calm down. What do you mean ‘he disappeared’?
VEGETA: We were training, and then I saw him just
disappear.
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PANEL ONE: Krillin looks at Yamcha and Vegeta.

KRILLIN: Now that you mention it. I don’t feel Goku’s
energy at all. Something must be wrong.
VEGETA: That’s what I’ve been trying to tell you.
PANEL TWO: Krillin looks at Yamcha. Bulma starts getting dressed
in the background. She has her shirt over her head so she can’t
see.
KRILLIN: We should go to the Watchtower, maybe Piccolo
knows something.
YAMCHA: Good idea Krillin.
BULMA: Wait for me, guys.
PANEL THREE: With her shirt on now, she looks up and sees Vegeta,
Yamcha and Krillin flying off.
BULMA: I said wait!
PANEL FOUR: She opens a Capsule case and pulls out a Capsule.
BULMA: Oh no, you’re not leaving me behind this time.
PANEL FIVE: The capsule pops and as the smoke clears, there sits
a new air bike with a separate bike suit.
SFX: Pamf!
BULMA: Ha, ha! Instant air-bike.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe – Lex Luthor sits at the control desk of
the space station near the large window overlooking the planet.
The desk area has numerous monitors. Each monitor he looks at has
images of Goku and Superman on them. The non-corporeal Lord Unity
stands next to him.
LEGEND: Lord Unity’s Space Station. Unknown Universe.
LEX LUTHOR: You can’t be serious. That guy is the strongest
in their universe? He won’t last five minutes against
Superman.
LORD UNITY: I think you’ll be surprised. He might even be
stronger.
PANEL TWO: Lex looks back at Unity.

LEX LUTHOR: I doubt that. I’ll give this to you though… you
certainly know how to motivate Superman to fight.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity walks away from the control desk. Lex
follows behind.
LORD UNITY: Come, now that we have them out of the way it’s
time for Phase 2.
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PANEL ONE: DCU – Batman sits silently at the round table. Green
Lantern, Cyborg, Martian Manhunter and Wonder Woman all sit at
the table as well, watching him, waiting for answers.
LEGEND: DCU Watchtower
BATMAN: And you’re sure it wasn’t a Zeta Beam? Or some
other technology we’ve seen before?
PANEL TWO: Cyborg sits at the table looking at Batman.
CYBORG: It had a similar result, but the energy signature
left behind was closer to Boom Tube tech. But it definitely
wasn’t a Boom Tube either. My sensors have never picked up
anything like it before.
PANEL THREE: Close-up of Batman.
BATMAN: And it just happened to take the most powerful
being on the planet? It…
SFX: Rumble
PANEL FOUR: Batman is interrupted as the entire Watchtower starts
shaking violently.
GREEN LANTERN: What the hell’s happening?
SFX: Rummmble
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PANEL ONE: Batman, Martian Manhunter, Wonder Woman, Cyborg and
Green Lantern rush to the control room to see what’s going on.
Monitors line the Bridge next to a large window that overlooks
Earth.
SFX: Rummbble!

WONDER WOMAN: It’s getting stronger whatever it is!
PANEL TWO: Batman sits at a monitor to pull up any information as
to what’s going on.
BATMAN: Whatever it is, it’s happening all over the planet.
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern and Cyborg take a step back in awe as
they see a huge energy wave coming straight for the Watchtower.
GREEN LANTERN: It must be coming from that… whatever that
is.
PANEL FOUR: Green Lantern protects the whole team in a green
barrier, ring-construct in case it destroys the Watchtower.
GREEN LANTEN: Get down!!
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PANEL ONE: The wave engulfs the entire Watchtower.
PANEL TWO: On the Bridge of the Watchtower, they realize it
didn’t cause any damage. Green Lantern releases them from the
protective barrier.
CYBORG: We’re okay! It passed by harmlessly.
WONDER WOMAN: But what is it and where’s it going?
PANEL THREE: Batman looks at the monitors again.
BATMAN: It’s going to hit Earth!
PANEL FOUR: Earth is engulfed in the wave.
PANEL FIVE: Batman rushes to a teleporter with everyone following
close behind.
BATMAN: We have to get down there, now!
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PANEL ONE: DBZU - Krillin, Yamcha and Vegeta start to land on the
Watchtower. Piccolo and Dende look up and see them coming.
LEGEND: DBZ Watchtower
DENDE: Krillin!
KRILLIN: Hey Dende!

PANEL TWO: After they land, Piccolo walks up to the group.
PICCOLO: You must be here because of Goku.
KRILLIN: You felt his energy disappear too? What does it
mean?
PANEL THREE: Dende joins the group.
DENDE: We don’t know. I spoke with Master Kai as well, even
he doesn’t know.
PANEL FOUR: Bulma finally arrives, suited up and on her air-bike.
Piccolo is face-palming.
BULMA: I told you guys to wait!
PICCOLO: Oh, great. What is she doing here?
PANEL FIVE: After landing, Bulma marches over to the group
pointing her finger at Piccolo.
BULMA: I don’t want to hear it Piccolo! If something
happened to Goku then I’m going to help.
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PANEL ONE: The Watchtower starts shaking so violently that Bulma
falls to the ground at Piccolo’s feet.
BULMA: What’s happening?
SFX: Ruumbble!
PANEL TWO: Piccolo, Vegeta and Krillin look up and see that the
sky is changing colors.
KRILLIN: Did somebody call the Eternal Dragon?
PANEL THREE: Dende closes his eyes.
DENDE: No. It’s definitely not Shenron. I don’t know what
it is.
PANEL FOUR: Dende’s eyes flicker open in terror.
DENDE: Something’s happening! The world, it’s… changing!
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PANEL ONE: DCZ (combined universe) – The Justice League,
including Batman, Cyborg, Green Lantern and Wonder Woman beam
down to the planet’s surface.
BATMAN: Spread out! We need to…
PANEL TWO: Martian Manhunter grabs his head in agony and yells
from the immense pain.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Ahhhhh!
PANEL THREE: The Manhunter falls to the ground in pain. Batman
rushes to help him.
BATMAN: What’s wrong? What’s happening to you?
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: So… many minds…
PANEL FOUR: Martian Manhunter looks up at Batman as the pain
begins to subside.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: So many minds, it’s as if millions of
people just appeared. It was like an explosion in my head.
I just need a moment.
PANEL FIVE: Green Lantern holds up his ring as it glows bright.
GREEN LANTERN: He’s right. My ring says the population just
increased dramatically, it practically doubled in an
instant.
CYBORG: Guys…
PAGE 14-15
2 PAGE SPREAD: The Justice League turn and see the Metropolis
skyline, but it looks nothing like it once did. Martian Manhunter
gets back on his feet to look as well. The skyline is now an
amalgamation of what it once was, with the rounded dome-top
buildings found in the Dragonball Z universe.
CYBORG: …you need to see this!
GREEN LANTERN: What happened to Metropolis?
PANEL TWO: Batman looks at Cyborg and Green Lantern.

BATMAN: We need to figure out how extensive whatever’s
happening is. Cyborg, do a sweep of all media and anything
else you can find. Lantern, contact the Corps to see if
this is happening anywhere else.
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg immediately gets a response. He projects a
small hologram showing a cat in a suit wearing glasses (King
Furry).
CYBORG: I’m definitely getting weird reports from all over
the world. There’s widespread panic, but one nation is
getting addressed by its leader to remain calm, but… he
looks like a cat.
WONDER WOMAN: What?
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern gets a holographic message from Salaak
and Kilowog on his ring.
SALAAK: Yes, we are getting reports from all over the
universe. It’s almost as if the universe doubled in
population.
GREEN LANTERN: Thanks Salaak. Keep me posted if you find
out anything else. I’ll look on my end. Jordan out.
PANEL THREE: Cyborg looks at a small monitor on his forearm.
CYBORG: The additions to the population have the same
energy signature as when Superman vanished.
BATMAN: That means it’s connected.
PANEL FOUR: Close-up of the monitor on Cyborg’s forearm. It shows
an image of the globe with seven points blinking on different
areas of the planet (South America, Russia, two in Kansas,
Scotland, Australia, and a small island in the middle of the
ocean).
CYBORG: There’s something else. There seems to be seven
new, very distinct signals all across the planet.
PANEL FIVE: Batman looks at the other team members (Green
Lantern, Martian Manhunter, Wonder Woman and Cyborg).

BATMAN: It’s the best lead we’ve got, where’s the closest
signal coming from?
CYBORG: Here, in Metropolis.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe – Goku stretches as Superman looks at him
confused.
SUPERMAN: What are you doing?
GOKU: I’m stretching. Need to be ready if I’m going to
defeat you.
SUPERMAN: You’re taking this well.
PANEL TWO: Goku stands straight up and looks at Superman with a
smile.
GOKU: This could be fun.
SUPERMAN: You can’t be serious?
PANEL THREE: Goku drops into a fighting stance.
GOKU: Oh, yeah. You ready?
SUPERMAN: I guess. You start. I don’t want to hurt you.
PANEL FOUR: Without hesitation Goku charges Superman.
GOKU: Ahhhhh!
PANEL FIVE: Goku lands a powerful right-punch across Superman’s
face. Superman’s head barely turns to the right from the impact.
SFX: Kra-Koooom!
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PANEL ONE: Goku shakes his hand in pain and Superman lifts an
eyebrow, unfazed but surprised.
GOKU: Ow! Ow! Ow!
SUPERMAN: You didn’t even hesitate.
PANEL TWO: Goku holds his right hand with his left to rub out the
pain.

GOKU: If this is all we have to do to save our worlds, then
I say let’s give ’em a show. I can sense how powerful you
are, I knew you could handle it. I just didn’t realize how
hard you are.
PANEL THREE: Superman sees the logic, but is still shocked at the
willingness of this seemingly harmless person.
SUPERMAN: I guess, but how can we do this without hurting
you? That was a powerful punch and all, but…
GOKU: Don’t worry about me, I can handle it.
PANEL FOUR: Close-up of Goku with a mischievous smile.
GOKU: But it’s obvious I’ll have to take this up a notch.
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PANEL ONE: Goku squats down a little and clenches both fists. His
body starts glowing.
GOKU: Raaa!
PANEL TWO: Energy engulfs Goku and creates a crater underneath
his feet.
SFX: Krrrkk!
PANEL THREE: Close-up of Goku’s thick black hair.
PANEL FOUR: Close-up of Goku’s hair. It’s gold and standing
straight up.
PANEL FIVE: The energy pushes Superman back a little as he holds
up his hands to block the intense, blinding light radiating from
Goku.
SUPERMAN: What?!
GOKU: Raaaaa!
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PANEL ONE: Superman is amazed to see Goku’s new appearance.
Goku’s black hair is now golden and pointing straight up, his
black eyes have turned bluish-green and his body glows with a
golden aura. Small electrical currents course throughout his
body and hair.

GOKU: Now, let’s try that again. I suggest you be ready
this time.
PANEL TWO: Goku charges at Superman and Superman drops to a
defensive position.
GOKU: Ahhhh!
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PANEL ONE: Superman goes flying back from Goku’s powerful punch.
LEGEND: Unknown Universe
SFX: Tham!!
PANEL TWO: Superman hits the ground hard, leaving a long impact
crater and shattering dozens of tiles on the way.
SFX: Ba-koom!
PANEL THREE: Still on the ground, Superman grabs his chin.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): Okay… That one hurt. He’s definitely
stronger than I thought.
PANEL FOUR: Superman looks up and sees Goku charging in for
another attack.
GOKU: Ahh!
PANEL FIVE: Superman moves quickly and Goku punches the ground,
shattering the earth and making an even bigger crater.
SFX: BOOOM!
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PANEL ONE: Superman flies above the ground to see the destruction
Goku’s punch left behind.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): I can’t believe how powerful he is. He
seemed so innocent and carefree I never would’ve guessed
he’d be like this.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks back when he realizes Goku is right
behind him.
GOKU: Hi!
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): What? How did he get up here so fast?
PANEL THREE: Goku swings to hit Superman, but Superman ducks and
instinctually hits Goku in the stomach with an elbow.
SFX: Thuud!

PANEL FOUR: Superman is panicked when he sees Goku flying back
into the ground, leaving a crater on impact.
CAPTION (SUPERMAN): Oh, no! It was a reflex! I didn’t mean
to hit him that hard.
SFX: Kreshhhh!!
PANEL FIVE: Goku looks up from the crater with a big smile on his
face.
GOKU: That was a great hit! I knew you were strong!
PANEL SIX: Superman is shocked to see Goku isn’t even fazed.
SUPERMAN: Who is this guy? I don’t know if I’ve ever met
anyone as strong as him before.
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PANEL ONE: Old Kai sits and looks at his crystal ball while
Supreme Kai stands over him, anxious.
LEGEND: World of the Kais
SUPREME KAI: What’s happened out there? Everything is so
different.
OLD KAI: Hmmmm. Our universe appears to have somehow joined
with another universe. Strange, but I’ve seen something
like this once before… a long time ago.
PANEL TWO: Supreme Kai looks worried. Old Kai is holding up his
hand to stop the Supreme Kai.
SUPREME KAI: I’d better get down there and see if they need
any help.
OLD KAI: No. We must wait and see the cause. If it’s what I
believe it is, then we’ll need Goku. We need to find out
what’s happened to him first.
PANEL THREE: Supreme Kai looks around. Old Kai plays with his
mustache as he ponders the question.
SUPREME KAI: If the universe joined with another, why
didn’t anything change up here? Wouldn’t our world change
as well?

OLD KAI: I’m not sure.
PANEL FOUR: Deep space – a planet has clearly been destroyed.
Debris floats aimlessly in space.
CAPTION (OLD KAI): Maybe there is no parallel planet in
their universe…
PANEL FIVE: In the floating debris, a piece of the Citadel of the
Guardians of the Galaxy floats by with a clear image of the Green
Lantern Corps logo on it.
CAPTION (OLD KAI): …or perhaps it was destroyed.
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PANEL ONE: Lex Luthor looks around as he walks through the newly
transformed city of Metropolis at night. He is accompanied by the
non-corporeal Lord Unity.
LEX LUTHOR: This better be temporary. I liked my Metropolis
how it was.
LORD UNITY: I assure you it is. Now, you said your suit has
already picked up the Dragonballs energy signature?
PANEL TWO: He looks at his forearm display.
LEX LUTHOR: Yes, I’ve already located all seven. Like I
said, I like to be prepared for everything. It should
actually be…
PANEL THREE: Lex and Unity look up and see they’ve reached the
Metropolis Historical Museum. It’s closed for the evening, but a
large banner reads ‘Check Out Our New Gem & Mineral Exhibit!’.
LEX LUTHOR: …in here.
PANEL FOUR: (POV- Inside the museum) Lex Luthor blasts the doors
open, sending glass and debris into the entrance walkway.
SFX: Pkshh!

Kresh!

PANEL FIVE: Lex and Unity walk in and look around.
LEX LUTHOR: It has to be here somewhere.
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg looks at his scanner as he leads Batman, Green
Lantern, Wonder Woman and Martian Manhunter to the entrance of
the museum. They see that the entrance has been destroyed.
CYBORG: Whatever it is leaving the energy signature, it’s
in there.
GREEN LANTERN: Looks like it broke its way in.
PANEL TWO: Batman is close behind Cyborg as they take the lead
and enter the dark museum. Cyborg is pointing in one direction.
BATMAN: Which way?
CYBORG: This way.
PANEL THREE: Lex Luther holds the Dragonball up and examines it
closely. A display case nearby is shattered and filled with other
precious stones.
LEX LUTHOR: Such a small thing. How can this be as powerful
as you say?
BATMAN (o.s.): Luthor!
PANEL FOUR: Lex Luthor and Lord Unity turn and see the Justice
League approaching, led by Batman.
LEX LUTHOR: Time to leave!
PANEL FIVE: Lex Luthor and Unity beam out of the museum just as
the Justice League reaches them.
SFX: Zewwwwm!
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: They’re disappearing just like Superman!
PANEL SIX: Batman looks at the display case with Cyborg.
CYBORG: The signal disappeared with them.
BATMAN: At least we know we’re on the right track… You said
there were six more signals?
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PANEL ONE: A plane flies over South America.
LEGEND: Guatemala, Central America
PANEL TWO: Bulma pilots the plane with the Z-Fighters, Piccolo,
Vegeta, Yamcha and Krillin, piled in it. Piccolo and Vegeta look
irritated at what little space they have to move in.
KRILLIN: It’s a good thing you brought your Dragon Radar,
Bulma. We might need to call Shenron to fix everything.
BULMA: I’ve been around you guys long enough to know to
always keep it handy. The signal is coming from down there.
PANEL THREE: Beneath the plane is the Temple of Tikal.
PANEL FOUR: The plane lands vertically, a safe distance away from
the Temple.
PANEL FIVE: The Z Fighters exit the plane. Bulma leads them as
they look around. She looks at her Dragon Radar as she walks.
BULMA: It looks like it might actually be in the Temple
itself.
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PANEL ONE: Unity’s Space Station - Lex Luthor looks closely at
the monitors which have images of the Justice League on them. The
largest monitor shows the Batwing flying next to Green Lantern
and Martian Manhunter.
LEX LUTHOR: Hmmm. How did they catch on so quickly?
PANEL TWO: Lord Unity looks at Lex.
LORD UNITY: Perhaps they discovered the Dragonball signals.
LEX LUTHOR: If that’s the case then we had better hurry.
PANEL THREE: Lex looks at the controls on the dashboard.
LEX LUTHOR: We may need help in procuring the rest of the
balls before the League does. I’m going to need you to show
me how the rest of this machine works.
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PANEL ONE: The Z Fighters look up and see the Batwing with
Martian Manhunter and Green Lantern coming in for a landing.
KRILLIN: Who’s that?
PANEL TWO: With the canopy open, Batman, Wonder Woman and Cyborg
exit the Batwing.
PANEL THREE: Krillin sees Cyborg’s cybernetics.
KRILLIN: That one looks like one of Dr. Gero’s Androids.
They could be Red Ribbon Army. If so, then that means
they’re after the Dragonball.
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg’s amplified hearing enables him to hear
Krillin. Vegeta steps forward aggressively.
CYBORG: I assure you, we aren’t with any army.
VEGETA: Who cares who you are? The Dragonball is ours.
PANEL FIVE: Cyborg raises his hands to calm Vegeta down and let
him know he doesn’t mean them any harm.
CYBORG: Calm down. We don’t even know what a Dragonball is.
We’ll get out of your way once we get what we came for.
PANEL SIX: Vegeta raises a clenched fist near Cyborg’s face.
VEGETA: You’ll get out of my way now or Ill blast you all.
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman steps in front of Cyborg. She towers over
Vegeta. Vegeta refocuses his anger on her instead of Cyborg.
WONDER WOMAN: There’s no need for threats little man.
Please just calm down.
VEGETA: Little man? How dare you speak to the Prince of all
Saiyans like that!
PANEL TWO: Close-up of a stern and serious Wonder Woman.
WONDER WOMAN: I said… calm down. Do not make me restrain
you.

PANEL THREE: Vegeta laughs. Behind him Krillin is face-palming,
he knows Vegeta is being an ass.
VEGETA: Hah! Restrain me? Don’t make me laugh woman! What
could you possibly…
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman punches Vegeta with a solid left that
sends him flying. In the background, Krillin and Yamcha are
shocked, they can’t believe their eyes.
SFX: KRAK!!
WONDER WOMAN: Raaa!
VEGETA: Hkkk!!
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman stands over Vegeta as he starts getting
back on his feet. Ironically, she has the very pride that pisses
her off about him.
WONDER WOMAN: Woman? I am an Amazonian Princess, daughter
of Queen Hippolyta, and no man talks to me like that.
VEGETA: I don’t know why I can’t sense your energy level*,
but it doesn’t matter. Woman or not, that was a mistake
you’ll soon regret.
CAPTION: *The Z Fighters can sense power levels in all
beings except for Gods.
PANEL TWO: Vegeta goes Super Saiyan. Wonder Woman covers hers
eyes from the blinding light.
VEGETA: Raaa!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta punches Wonder Woman, sending her back into
Cyborg and knocking them both down.
VEGETA: Ahhh!
SFX: Krakoom!!
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PANEL ONE: Krillin grabs Bulma and pushes her towards the Temple
and away from danger.
KRILLIN: We gotta get you out of here Bulma!

PANEL TWO: Cyborg and Wonder Woman get back on their feet. Cyborg
sees Krillin and Bulma making a run for the temple.
CYBORG: They’re heading for the signal!
WONDER WOMAN: I got this. Go!
PANEL THREE: Krillin looks back and sees Cyborg running after
them.
KRILLIN: You go get the Dragonball, I’ll hold him off.
PANEL FOUR: Krillin runs back towards Cyborg. Cyborg raises his
arm as it morphs into the White Noise Cannon.
CYBORG: Stop, I don’t want to hurt you.
PANEL FIVE: With Krillin’s speed, he jumps up and kicks the
cannon a different direction.
SFX: Thak!
KRILLIN: Funny, I couldn’t tell with you pointing a gun at
me.
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PANEL ONE: Yamcha tries to help Krillin by making a run for
Cyborg.
YAMCHA: I’m coming Krillin!
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern flies over and picks Yamcha up with a
ring construct around his waist to restrain him. But, fortunately
for Yamcha, his arms are still free.
GREEN LANTERN: Where do you think you’re going?
PANEL THREE: Yamcha immediately puts his hands together and
starts saying ‘Kamehameha’. Green Lantern has a confused look on
his face.
YAMCHA: Kaaa-Meh-Haa-Meh…
GREEN LANTERN: What are you saying?
PANEL FOUR: An energy wave comes shooting out of Yamcha’s hands.
It forces Green Lantern to release him and put up a ring
construct shield to deflect the blast.

YAMCHA: …Haaaa!
SFX: Pksshhh!!
GREEN LANTERN: Whoaa!
PANEL FIVE: Yamcha lands safely on the ground.
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PANEL ONE: Having taken off on his own, Batman is no longer
present. While Wonder Woman and Vegeta fight and Green Lantern
and Yamcha fight, Martian Manhunter glances over and sees Piccolo
in the distance. Piccolo, wrapped in his white cape and turban,
just watches as the others fight. Manhunter only sees his green
face from afar.
CAPTION (MARTIAN MANHUNTER): It can’t be! Is he..?
PANEL TWO: Martian Manhunter approaches Piccolo and talks to him
telepathically. Piccolo has a surprised look on his face.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER (TELEPATHICALLY): Are you Martian?
PANEL THREE: Realizing who did it, Piccolo becomes enraged from
the mental invasion. He swings to punch Manhunter, but Manhunter
phases out. Piccolo’s punch goes right though him like air.
PICCOLO: Stay out of my head!
PANEL FOUR: With the advantage after the swing, Manhunter becomes
solid again, grabs Piccolo and puts him in a Full Nelson.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Stop this!
PANEL FIVE: Piccolo breaks free and slams his head backwards to
smash into Manhunter’s nose.
SFX: Krak!
PICCOLO: Get off of me!
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta attacks Wonder Woman but she blocks his punches
with her bracelets.
SFX: Thoom! Thoom! Thoom!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta lands a solid punch to her face.

SFX: Tak!
PANEL THREE: She wipes blood from her lip and looks at it.
PANEL FOUR: She becomes enraged and cracks him in the face with a
solid punch of her own.
WONDER WOMAN: Raaa!
SFX: Krak!
PANEL FIVE: She uses her lasso to catch him by the wrist.
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PANEL ONE: With her lasso tied to his wrist, she slams his body
into the ground with earth-shaking ferocity.
SFX: Tha-doooooom!
PANEL TWO: Wonder Woman stands over him.
WONDER WOMAN: Have you had enough?
PANEL THREE: Vegeta smiles and pulls the lasso off his wrist.
VEGETA: I’m just getting started woman.
PANEL FOUR: He charges towards her.
VEGETA: Raa!
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PANEL ONE: Inside the Temple, Bulma finds the Dragonball with her
radar.
BULMA: There it is!
PANEL TWO: She picks it up, but is startled when someone yells at
her from behind.
BATMAN (o.s.): Put it down… Now!
PANEL THREE: She turns and sees the Dark Knight glaring down on
her. She looks terrified.
BATMAN: What does Lex Luthor want with that?
PANEL FOUR: She’s scared but knows they need the ball.

BULMA: Wh-who? W-we… need this.
PANEL FIVE: Batman looks down at her with analyzing eyes.
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg throws Krillin back with a blast from his White
Noise Cannon.
SFX: Skreeee!
KRILLIN: Uhgg.
PANEL TWO: Krillin lands on his feet and immediately counterattacks. He raises his hand up in the air and a disc of light
forms.
KRILLIN: Destructo Disk!
PANEL THREE: Cyborg dives out of the way and fires a stronger
energy blast at Krillin. But Krillin dodges the powerful blast.
SFX: Ka-thoom!
PANEL FOUR: Green Lantern has captured Yamcha in another,
construct this time containing his arms. Piccolo and Manhunter
are ferociously fighting each other and Krillin is setting up a
Kamehameha wave of his own aimed at Cyborg.
KRILLIN: Kaa-me-ha…
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman and Vegeta are going blow for blow.
SFX: Thoom! Crack!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta takes a step back.
VEGETA: I have never seen a woman as powerful as you
before. You would’ve made a great Saiyan warrior. It’s
almost a shame I have to kill you.
WONDER WOMAN: Keep talking little man.
PANEL THREE: They charge at each other again.
PANEL FOUR: Batman and Bulma run out of the Temple shouting at
the others. Krillin and Cyborg look back at them. Krillin stops
before he finishes his Kamehameha wave.

BATMAN: Stand down!
BULMA: Guys stop!!
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PANEL ONE: Batman and Bulma watch as Vegeta and Wonder Woman
continue to trade impressive blows. Hit after hit. Everyone else
has stopped fighting, but stay on-guard.
SFX: Thoom! Thoom!
PANEL TWO: Batman looks closely at Vegeta’s fighting style with
interest.
PANEL TWO: Batman and Bulma yell up at them.
BULMA: Stop it this instant Vegeta!
BATMAN: Wonder Woman! I said stand down!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta and Wonder Woman stay in their defensive
positions, but look back at Batman and Bulma.
VEGETA: Rrr!
PANEL FOUR: Batman approaches them as Vegeta and Wonder Woman
relax their stances. They still glare at one another.
BATMAN: We have information you both may want to hear.
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PANEL ONE: The Z Fighters and the Justice League are gathered
around as Batman and Bulma talk things out. Green Lantern is
holding back laughter.
LEGEND: Later
BULMA: So, you guys are trying to collect the Dragonballs
but you don’t even know what they are? Or what they can do?
BATMAN: We didn’t realize we were chasing… ‘Dragonballs’
until we got here.
GREEN LANTERN: pfft… dragon balls? Hah!
PANEL TWO: Batman shoots Green Lantern a look that shuts him up
quick. Cyborg addresses Bulma.

CYBORG: We thought whatever was leaving that signal had
something to do with our friend vanishing… and caused
whatever happened to the planet.
PANEL THREE: Bulma looks at Batman.
BULMA: That's strange. Our friend vanished as well. But the
Dragonballs aren’t responsible for any of it. They could be
the solution though. If all seven balls are collected, the
Eternal Dragon, Shenron, will fulfill any two wishes you
desire.
BATMAN: That explains what Lex wants them for.
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg looks at Krillin.
CYBORG: Lex Luthor is an evil, greedy man. Not exactly the
kind of person you’d want to get their wish fulfilled.
KRILLIN: Then maybe we should split up, so we can collect
them before he can. There are 10 of us and only one of him.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe - The entire ring is destroyed. Goku and
Superman look battle damaged. They are panting and out of breath.
GOKU: Isn’t this exciting?
SUPERMAN: Exciting? I can’t stand violence and I hate the
thought of hurting anyone.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks at Goku.
GOKU: I could tell you were holding back. I don’t want to
hurt anyone either, but isn’t it exciting to see who the
best is? To know you can really let loose and test your
skill for fun against someone that isn’t just trying to
kill you? Fighting isn’t always about hate. It can be about
skill and competition too.
PANEL THREE: Goku looks at Superman.
SUPERMAN: I never thought of it like that. But I can’t go
all out. If I do, people get hurt.
GOKU: I can tell from your Ki you’re a good person
Superman, but I promise you, there’s no reason to hold back
with me.

PANEL FOUR: Superman thinks about it. Goku has a huge cheesy
smile.
SUPERMAN: Actually, I have wondered just how far I could
push myself… And you think you can handle it if I go all
out?
GOKU: Are you kidding? I’m excited to see what you can do!
Besides, this is a chance to save both of our worlds.
PANEL FIVE: The same image of Goku and Superman, but now as seen
through a monitor and their voices are coming through the
speakers.
SUPERMAN (MONITOR): Okay, but only if you promise you’ll
let me know if I go too far.
GOKU (MONITOR): Deal! Ready?
SUPERMAN (MONITOR): Ready.
PANEL SIX: On the monitor Goku and Superman charge at each other.
GOKU (MONITOR): Ahh!
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PANEL ONE: Lex Luthor looks back from the monitors.
LEX LUTHOR: As you can see, Superman has his hands full.
But the rest of the Justice League are trying to collect
the orbs as well.
PANEL TWO: Standing by Lex Luthor is Black Adam, Deathstroke,
Solomon Grundy, and Sinestro.
LEX LUTHOR: That’s where you come in.
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PANEL ONE: Batman, Cyborg and Bulma are huddled together working
on something. Krillin stays close to Bulma, unsure of Batman and
Cyborg.
Vegeta and Wonder Woman stare each other down, while Piccolo and
Martian Manhunter have a serious conversation. Green Lantern
stares at Bulma’s ass and Yamcha gawks at Wonder Woman.
LEGEND: Guatemala, Central America
BULMA: It’s a good thing I had these extra components.
PANEL TWO: Martian Manhunter is very curious about Piccolo, but
Piccolo exhibits very little interest in Manhunter.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: You said you have regenerative abilities
as well?
PICCOLO: Yes.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: It amazes me we can have such similar
abilities, and yet you’re not Martian.
PANEL THREE: Close-up of Bulma as she looks down on their project
with a big smile.
BULMA: That should do it! Man, I’m good!
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PANEL ONE: Batman, Cyborg and Bulma get everyone’s attention.
Yamcha and Green Lantern are standing by each other.
BATMAN: Okay everybody, we managed to put together 3 more
of Bulma’s Dragon Radars. We’re going to split up into
pairs.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern and Yamcha both interrupt Batman at the
same time.
GREEN LANTERN & YAMCHA: Dibs on the hot chick!!!
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern and Yamcha look at each other in
surprise.
GREEN LANTERN: Huh?
PANEL FOUR: An irritated Batman gives them both a stern look.

BATMAN: I’ll pick the teams. Since I don’t know you
people, I want someone from each of our universes paired
up. Lantern, you and your new best friend there, take one
of the Radars.
PANEL FIVE: Piccolo and Martian Manhunter are standing by one
another. Batman is pointing at them both with one hand.
BATMAN: Manhunter, you two take one.
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PANEL ONE: Batman looks back at Krillin and Cyborg.
BATMAN: Cyborg you can detect the Dragonballs, so you take
Krillin.
PANEL TWO: Batman sees Vegeta step forward, aggressively passing
Piccolo.
VEGETA: And who are you to decide?
BATMAN: You’re partner, that’s who.
PANEL THREE: An aggravated Vegeta looks a Batman.
VEGETA: What? You can’t be serious?
PANEL FOUR: Batman looks at Wonder Woman who is standing near
Vegeta. She’s still glaring at him, just waiting for him to do
something stupid.
BATMAN: There’s no one else. I’m certainly not pairing you
with Wonder Woman. I don’t need the two of you killing each
other while Lex is out there collecting the other
Dragonballs.
PANEL FIVE: Krillin and Bulma both speak up.
KRILLIN: Good idea.
BULMA: Mm-hmm.
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta starts walking away from the group.
VEGETA: I’ll go alone. I won’t waste my time with the
weakest among you.

BATMAN: Wait!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta looks back, amazed at Batman’s audacity.
VEGETA: What did you say to me?
PANEL THREE: Batman gets in Vegeta’s face.
BATMAN: Somehow you can sense people’s power levels, right?
Except, I heard you say for some reason you couldn’t sense
Wonder Woman’s. Did it ever occur to you that perhaps it’s
different in our universe? And that perhaps I’m much more
powerful than I appear? I am with these people for a
reason.
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta narrows his eyes as he considers the
possibility.
BATMAN: Now, I have the last Radar, so you can either join
me or you can stay here on your own.
PANEL FIVE: Vegeta crosses his arms and Batman looks at Bulma.
VEGETA: Fine.
BATMAN: Bulma, use your Dragon Radar and take Wonder Woman
with you, she’ll protect you… Now let’s go everyone.
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe - Goku throws a reverse elbow, but
Superman blocks it with both hands.
SFX: Thoom!!
PANEL TWO: Superman flies backward to get some distance from
Goku.
SUPERMAN: You know, I usually just depend on my strength,
but you’re not only strong, you’re an amazing fighter too.
PANEL THREE: Goku flies into the air in front of Superman.
GOKU: Thanks!
SUPERMAN: It’s a good thing Batman showed me some
techniques, otherwise I don’t know how well I’d be doing
against someone like you.
PANEL FOUR: Goku smiles.

GOKU: I still feel like you’re holding back though. Don’t,
I still got a few tricks left myself.
PANEL FIVE: Superman smiles.
SUPERMAN: I’m beginning to see why you find this so
exhilarating.
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PANEL ONE: The massive monitors appear again and interrupt their
battle. Lord Unity’s image appears on them.
LORD UNITY: Excellent. But, I’m quite aware of both of your
power levels and I can see you are both still holding back.
If you intend for both of your worlds to survive, then I
suggest you end the warm-up round.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks angry as he looks at the monitor. Goku
is close behind him watching the monitor as well.
SUPERMAN: As fun as this is, we can’t just keep being pawns
in his game.
GOKU: You said you have friends out there that will be
looking for you right?
PANEL THREE: Superman looks back at Goku.
SUPERMAN: Yes.
GOKU: So do I. If you trust them as much as I trust mine,
then the best thing we can do is buy them more time to find
us.
PANEL FOUR: Goku looks at Superman.
SUPERMAN: Hmmm. Agreed.
GOKU: Then let’s really entertain them.
PANEL FIVE: Goku starts charging up again.
GOKU: Ahhh!
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PANEL ONE: Goku’s hair grows in length.
GOKU: Ahhh

PANEL TWO: Superman is covering his eyes again from the light.
PANEL THREE: The light subsides and now Goku is a Super Saiyan 3.
His golden hair passes the small of his back and his eye brows
have disappeared.
SUPERMAN: How many changes do you have?
PANEL FOUR: Close-up of Goku as he smirks.
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PANEL ONE: Goku charges Superman.
GOKU: Aah!
PANEL TWO: Their hands interlock as Goku pushes Superman back
towards the ground.
SUPERMAN: Rrrr!
PANEL THREE: Superman manages to stay on his feet when they hit
the ground together. But, the energy creates a massive crater
beneath them.
SFX: Tha-Doooom!
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PANEL ONE: (angle: from up above, looking down on them) Cyborg
and Krillin fly side-by-side over the plush, mountainous
highlands of Scotland. Cyborg looks over at Krillin.
LEGEND: The Highlands of Scotland – Dragonball 3
CYBORG: I wanted to apologize.
KRILLIN: For what?
PANEL TWO: Cyborg looks at Krillin.
CYBORG: You were right back there. I shouldn’t have pointed
my White Noise Cannon at you before we tried talking.
PANEL THREE: Krillin looks at Cyborg.
KRILLIN: It’s okay. With everything that’s happened I was
on the defensive too. I’m just glad you’re on our side,
that cannon of yours packs a punch. And let me tell you,

hanging with these guys I’ve seen some pretty powerful
stuff.
PANEL FOUR: (angle: from below, looking up at them.)Cyborg and
Krillin fly side-by-side.
CYBORG: Are all of your friends as powerful as you are?
KRILLIN: With how fast everything happened, we don’t even
have most of our friends with us, but most of them are more
powerful actually… Especially Goku and Vegeta… not that
Vegeta’s really a friend or anything. To be honest, I
think I’m in over my head most of the time.
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg looks at Krillin.
CYBORG: Tell me about it. I’m pretty new to the Justice
League so I’m just a rookie, but I can tell you, some of
them are really powerful. Especially Superman… our friend
that disappeared.
KRILLIN: Our friend that disappeared, Goku, is the most
powerful in our group too. That’s gotta mean something,
right?
CYBORG:

With Lex involved you can bet it does.

PANEL TWO: Cyborg looks at his forearm radar.
SFX: Beep!
CYBORG: It’s down there somewhere.
PANEL THREE: They land in a particularly mountainous area.
PANEL FOUR: Krillin looks around at the region.
KRILLIN: Great. It could be anywhere down here.
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PANEL ONE: As they climb a hill with Cyborg in the lead, Krillin
looks at Cyborg’s cybernetics.
KRILLIN: So, what’s with the cybernetics anyway?
PANEL TWO: Cyborg stops and looks down almost embarrassed of how
he looks. Krillin feels guilty.

CYBORG: It’s… a long story.
KRILLIN: I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have pried.
PANEL THREE: Cyborg looks back at Krillin.
CYBORG: No, it’s fine. It’s just, for the longest time they
made me feel less like a human and more like a monster. Not
just physically, but like I lost the thing inside of me
that made me who I was. If that makes sense.
PANEL FOUR: Krillin puts his hand on Cyborg’s shoulder. Cyborg
has a shy, bashful smile on his face.
KRILLIN: Well, I think they’re pretty cool and you seem
like a great guy to me Cyborg. You don’t always have to be
human to be the most human… you know what I mean?
CYBORG: Thanks Krillin.
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PANEL ONE: They start walking again.
CYBORG: To be honest, I think my cybernetics actually
helped me find my place in the world with the League,
helping people.
PANEL TWO: Cyborg looks at Krillin with surprise.
KRILLIN: My wife said something similar. She’s actually an
Android ya know? And I wouldn’t trade her for the world.
CYBORG: Your wife’s an android?
PANEL THREE: Cyborg stops dead in his tracks. Krillin looks back
at him with a smile.
KRILLIN: Yep… and we have a kid together now too.
CYBORG: How did you two…
PANEL FOUR: Krillin raises an eyebrow.
KRILLIN: That’s also a long story.
PANEL FIVE: A boulder smashes into Cyborg and Krillin. It
shatters on impact and knocks them both down.
SFX: Krackashsh!

KRILLIN: Ukk!
CYBORG: Ahh!
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg and Krillin pick themselves up off the ground.
CYBORG: You okay?
KRILLIN: Yeah. What happened?
PANEL TWO: Cyborg points behind Krillin. Krillin looks back to
see what Cyborg’s pointing at.
CYBORG: He happened.
PANEL THREE: They see Solomon Grundy, pulling another massive
boulder out of the ground to throw at them.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Raaa!!!
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PANEL ONE: Piccolo and Martian Manhunter land on an island. The
skies are dark and cloudy like a storm is coming. Manhunter is
intrigued by Piccolo.
LEGEND: Somewhere in the Indian Ocean – Dragonball 4
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: You said there are others, like you, on
this planet… Namek?
PANEL TWO: Piccolo looks at Martian Manhunter.
PICCOLO: Yes, but only a handful.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Why don’t you live among them?
PANEL THREE: Piccolo is prideful and looks away.
PICCOLO: They’re a peaceful people, I’m a fighter. I don’t
really belong.
PANEL FOUR: Manhunter looks up towards the sky and closes his
eyes. He envisions what he believes to be a perfect life. Piccolo
looks at him.

MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Peaceful, on a world to call their own?
Sounds like paradise. What I wouldn’t give to be among my
people like that.
PICCOLO: Then why aren’t you?
PANEL FIVE: Manhunter looks back at Piccolo.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: They all died, a long time ago.
PANEL SIX: Piccolo looks down at the ground as he thinks of his
own past.
PICCOLO: I know what it’s like to be alone. For the longest
time I thought I was the only one of my kind as well. I was
very surprised when I discovered the others.
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PANEL ONE: Piccolo looks back at Manhunter.
PICCOLO: Perhaps one day, you too will be surprised.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Perhaps. Still, until that day, I
wouldn’t mind seeing Namek.
PANEL TWO: Close-up of the Dragon Radar shows they are very
close.
SFX: BEEP! BEEP! BEEP!
PICCOLO (o.s.): Look around, it should be here somewhere.
PANEL THREE: Piccolo finds it in the sand.
PICCOLO: Got it!
PANEL FOUR: Suddenly lightning bolts pierce, both, Martian
Manhunter and Piccolo right through their chests.
PICCOLO: Raarrr!!!
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Mrraaa!!
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PANEL ONE: Both of their bodies fall to the ground, fried to a
crisp.
PANEL TWO: The Dragonball rolls out of Piccolo’s fried hand.

PANEL THREE: Another hand reaches to pick it up.
BLACK ADAM: So, this is a Dragonball?
PANEL FOUR: Black Adam stands over both of their fried bodies. He
holds up the Dragonball to look it over. Lighting surrounds him.
BLACK ADAM: I see now why Luthor wants it. It truly is a
jewel worthy of a god.
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PANEL ONE: The Batwing flies over the icy mountains of Russia.
Batman pilots, while a grumpy Vegeta sits in the passenger seat
with his arms crossed.
LEGEND: Russia – Dragonball 5
VEGETA: This is ridiculous, why don’t we just fly there?
BATMAN: We didn’t have the resources to build another
Dragon Radar. We could only program the Batwing’s computer
to locate the Dragonballs.
PANEL TWO: Batman looks over at Vegeta.
BATMAN: I’ve never seen someone go head to head with Wonder
Woman like that and be fine.
PANEL THREE: Vegeta looks out the passenger side window. Batman
looks forward as he flies the plane.
VEGETA: She’s a weakling, just like the rest of you.
BATMAN: We both know that’s not true, but there’s power and
then there’s skill. I know a skilled fighter when I see one
and you’re an exceptionally skilled fighter.
PANEL FOUR: Suspicious of the compliment, Vegeta looks at Batman.
BATMAN: I also know you would be even better if you could
control your anger.
PANEL FIVE: Vegeta looks forward again.
VEGETA: Oh, shut up!
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PANEL ONE: Close-up of the dash of the Batwing. It shows they
have arrived.
SFX: Beep!
BATMAN: We’re here.
PANEL TWO: The Batwing makes a vertical landing.
PANEL THREE: They silently walk around the icy area.
PANEL FOUR: Batman sees the Dragonball frozen in a wall of ice.
Vegeta is behind him.
BATMAN: Is that it?
VEGETA: Yes.
PANEL FIVE: Vegeta pushes his way passed Batman.
VEGETA: Move. I’ll get it.
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PANEL ONE: Suddenly, something small and red flies down and
buzzes around Vegeta’s head.
SFX: Swoosh! Swoosh.
VEGETA: What is this?
PANEL TWO: Vegeta waves his hand to shoo it away, but it speaks
to him.
VEGETA: Get away from me!
RED LANTERN RING: Vegeta of the Planet Vegeta, You have
Great Anger in Your Heart.
PANEL THREE: Batman’s eyes widen. He knows what it is.
BATMAN: Don’t let it touch you!
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta quickly blasts it into ashes.
SFX: Bukuushh!
VEGETA: I said get away from me!!

SINESTRO (o.s.): You really should not have done that…
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SPLASH PAGE: Batman and Vegeta turn around and see Sinestro as he
descends from the sky like an angel of darkness.
SINESTRO: …had you accepted the ring, you might have had a
fighting chance.
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PANEL ONE: Bulma flies Wonder Woman over farmlands of Kansas in a
plane she had in her Capsule pack. Wonder Woman holds the Dragon
Radar. She looks over at Bulma.
LEGEND: Kansas – Dragonball 5
WONDER WOMAN: You said you invented this Dragon Radar
device?
BULMA: Yes I did. Feels like a lifetime ago.
PANEL TWO: Wonder Woman reaches for the Capsule pack on the
dashboard.
WONDER WOMAN: And the technology that houses this plane in
these tiny capsules?
PANEL THREE: Bulma looks over at Wonder Woman.
BULMA: Actually my dad invented that, but I do run the
company.
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman looks at Bulma again. Bulma has a
baffled look on her face.
WONDER WOMAN: It is an honor to stand by such an
accomplished woman. You would be a welcome addition to the
sisterhood of Paradise Island.
BULMA: Um, I’m not sure what that means, but thanks… I
think.
SFX: Beep! Beep! Beep!
BULMA: Sounds like we’re here.
PANEL FIVE: Bulma lands the plane vertically near wheat fields.
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PANEL ONE: They exit and Bulma holds the Dragon Radar and leads
Wonder Woman. Bulma looks to the left.
BULMA: It should be over in this direction.
PANEL TWO: As they walk, Bulma looks over at Wonder Woman. Wonder
Woman looks like her blood is boiling.

BULMA: I know you don’t like him much, but Vegeta’s not
really as bad as you think.
WONDER WOMAN: Ugh, that little man! How do you all put up
with him?
PANEL THREE: Bulma looks up at the sky with a giddy, smitten
expression.
BULMA: I admit he has a rough exterior and can be a little
hot headed. But he has to be that way. He has to be
prideful and confident at all times… after all he is a
Prince.
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman’s eyes widen with worry.
WONDER WOMAN: Oh, no. Don’t tell me that the two of you..?
PANEL FIVE: Bulma tilts her head, squints one eye and shrugs to
reluctantly confirm. Wonder Woman
face-palms.
WONDER WOMAN: No! How can a woman of such great intellect
lower herself to such a man?
PANEL SIX: Bulma gives Wonder Woman a serious look.
BULMA: I’ll have you know, he is very loyal and extremely
ambitious. He just leaves a bad first impression because
he’s a little… abrasive.
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PANEL ONE: Sinestro looks down on Batman and Vegeta from the air.
Batman is in a fighting stance, but Vegeta stands there casually
with his arms crossed. He has a smirk on his face.
VEGETA: Well, well, well what do we have here? Another
weakling that thinks he’s a warrior?
PANEL TWO: Sinestro holds out his hand.
SINESTRO: The orb is mine. You have once chance to hand it
over and leave while you still can.
PANEL THREE: Batman looks at Vegeta, who is still looking up at
Sinestro.

BATMAN: We need that Dragonball. Do you think you can
handle him alone while I get it?
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta tilts his head back as he laughs out loud.
VEGETA: Ha, ha, ha! Please!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta looks at Batman.
VEGETA: I am a real warrior, I prefer to fight alone. You
would just get in my way.
PANEL THREE: Batman smirks knowing Vegeta’s pride would fall for
that manipulation.
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta steps forward to face Sinestro. Batman uses a
small laser to start melting the ice and reach the Dragonball.
VEGETA: I’m sorry to tell you, we will be taking the
Dragonball for ourselves. But, unlike you… I won’t be
giving you a chance to leave.
PANEL FIVE: Sinestro, unfazed and un-intimidated looks down at
Vegeta.
SINESTRO: Well then, you have been warned.
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PANEL ONE: A yellow ring construct that looks like an alien anvil
crashes down, to crush Vegeta.
SFX: Koooom!!
PANEL TWO: Sinestro looks in front of him and sees that Vegeta
moved so quickly that he evaded the construct and is already in
the air ready to attack.
VEGETA: Ahhh!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta looks surprised as he is captured in a yellow
bubble ring construct.
VEGETA: What?
PANEL FOUR: Sinestro slams the bubble with Vegeta in it into the
ground with so much force it shatters the ice and the ground
beneath it.

SFX: Kressshhh!
PANEL FIVE: Vegeta looks unconscious in a massive crater.
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PANEL ONE: Bulma walks through a wheat field, and looks at the
ground as she walks.
BULMA: Of course it has to be hidden in here somewhere. It
can never just be easy.
PANEL TWO: Close-up of the Dragonball on the ground.
BULMA: Oh! There it is!
PANEL THREE: Bulma holds the Dragonball up in the sky.
BULMA: Wonder Woman! I found it!
PANEL FOUR: Bulma has a terrified look on her face when she
realizes a sword is at her neck.
BULMA: Huh?
PANEL FIVE: She looks over and sees Deathstroke.
DEATHSTROKE: Now be a good girl and hand that over.
PANEL SIX: Bulma shrieks at the top of her lungs.
BULMA: Help!!! Ahhhhhhhh!!!!
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PANEL ONE: Deathstroke tilts his head as he looks at her.
DEATHSTROKE: Shut up!
BULMA: Aahhhhhhh!
PANEL TWO: He draws his sword back ready to kill her.
BULMA: Help!!!
DEATHSTROKE: I said… shut up!
PANEL THREE: He slashes down at her.
DEATHSTROKE: Raaa!

PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman stops his sword with one of her
bracelets.
SFX: Claaang!
PANEL FIVE: Wonder Woman punches him across the face.
SFX: Crack!
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PANEL ONE: Deathstroke takes a couple steps back from the hit.
Bulma opens her eyes when she realizes she’s still alive.
BULMA: Hm?
WONDER WOMAN: Deathstroke? What are you doing here?
PANEL TWO: Deathstroke keeps a safe distance while he composes
himself.
DEATHSTROKE: I’m here for the orb.
WONDER WOMAN: But you’re a mercenary, what would you…
PANEL THREE: Wonder Woman has a look of realization on her face.
WONDER WOMAN: Luthor hired you!
PANEL FOUR: Deathstroke points his sword at her. Wonder Woman is
in a defensive pose.
DEATHSTROKE: Sorry, I don’t divulge the identities of my
clients. Now hand it over.
WONDER WOMAN: You’ll get it over my dead body.
PANEL FIVE: Deathstroke charges towards her with his sword ready
to strike.
DEATHSTROKE: If you insist!!
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PANEL ONE: Krillin and Cyborg both dive for cover behind
different rocks as another boulder comes crashing down, where
they were.
SFX: Kr-ashh!

PANEL TWO: Cyborg peaks out from behind his rock and fires a shot
from his White Noise Cannon.
SFX: Skreee!
PANEL THREE: Solomon Grundy takes the blast, but it just angers
him further.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Grraaaa!
PANEL FOUR: Solomon Grundy tosses another boulder at Cyborg.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Raa!
PANEL FIVE: Cyborg takes cover as the boulder smashes on the rock
giving him cover.
SFX: Kra-cka!
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg stays down and leans against the rock.
CYBORG: Watch out Krillin, this guy is powerful!
PANEL TWO: Krillin peaks out from behind his rock.
KRILLIN: I can see that.
PANEL THREE: Krillin sniffs the air.
SFX: Sniff, sniff.
KRILLIN: And he smells terrible too. I haven’t smelled
anyone that bad since I fought Bacterian.
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg gets out from behind the rock to fire again.
SFX: Skreee!
CYBORG: Makes sense, I think he’s a zombie. How’d you beat
Bacterian?
PANEL FIVE: Krillin has a funny look on his face, embarrassed to
answer.
KRILLIN: Actually… I farted on him.
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PANEL ONE: (same exact angle as page 10 panel four). Cyborg has a
dumbfounded look on his face. He drops his guard and looks over
at Krillin without even taking cover.
CYBORG: What? You’ve gotta be kidding…
PANEL TWO: Cyborg is hit by another boulder.
CYBORG: Grk!
PANEL THREE: Krillin’s eyes widen.
KRILLIN: Are you okay?
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg composes himself behind the rock again.
CYBORG: Yeah, just caught me off guard. I don’t think that
tactic will work against this guy Krillin.
PANEL FIVE: Cyborg sees Krillin run out from cover and towards
Solomon Grundy.
KRILLIN: I’m going to try something else. You grab the
Dragonball.
CYBORG: Be careful!
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PANEL ONE: Black Adam flies through a rain storm over a small
batch of islands. The waves in the ocean are chaotic. In the air
and off in the distance there is a silhouette.
BLACK ADAM: What’s this?
PANEL TWO: Black Adam stops when lightning flashes and reveals
that the silhouette ahead is Piccolo, waiting for Black Adam. His
clothes are still burnt.
PICCOLO: You didn’t really think it was going to be that
easy did you?
PANEL THREE: Black Adam looks back and sees that Martian
Manhunter is behind him now as well.
PANEL FOUR: Black Adam is surrounded, with Manhunter on one side
and Piccolo on the other.

BLACK ADAM: Come then… if you’re so determined to die.
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PANEL ONE: Piccolo punches Black Adam across the face, right as
lightning flashes nearby.
SFX Thra-koom!
SFX: Thak!
PANEL TWO: Black Adam quickly punches Piccolo back across the
face sending him into one of the small islands below.
SFX: Thooom!
PANEL THREE: Black Adam quickly spins around and reverse kicks
Martian Manhunter in the stomach, sending him back.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Ugh!!
PANEL FOUR: Lightning starts shooting out around Black Adam, even
out of his eyes. He’s about to strike them both with lightning
attacks again.
SFX: Cra-ck-ck!
PANEL FIVE: Piccolo braces himself.
PICCOLO: He’s going to fire again!
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PANEL ONE: Suddenly Black Adam grasps at his head in agony.
BLACK ADAM: Arghh!
PANEL TWO: While still on the ground below, Piccolo looks up at
Martian Manhunter. Manhunter has both hands to his own temples.
He has Black Adam in a psychic hold.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: Hurry, I can’t hold him much longer, his
mind is too strong.
PANEL THREE: Without hesitation, Piccolo, puts his right index
and middle finger to his forehead and powers up.
PICCOLO: Special… Beam…

PANEL FOUR: Piccolo unleashes a massive beam from his two fingers
that knocks Black Adam out of the sky.
SFX: Bzzewwww!
PICCOLO: …Cannon!!!
BLACK ADAM: Ahhh!!
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PANEL ONE: Black Adam falls down to the same island as Piccolo.
When he hits the ground he leaves a long impact trail.
SFX: Ba-doooom!
PANEL TWO: The Manhunter quickly flies down to the surface.
PANEL THREE: Piccolo and Martian Manhunter meet where Black Adam
hit and find him unconscious. The Dragonball lies next to him.
MARTIAN MANHUNTER: He won’t stay out for long.
PANEL FOUR: Piccolo picks the Dragonball up.
PICCOLO: Let’s get this to the others.
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman catches Deathstroke’s sword with her
bracelets by crossing her wrists together when he attempts a
killing, downward stroke.
SFX: klllaaang!
PANEL TWO: While holding the sword, she turns her body and kicks
him in the stomach, forcing him to let go of the sword. Bulma is
in the background and she looks scared.
DEATHSTROKE: Ooof!
PANEL THREE: Bulma pulls out her Capsule pack.
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman jumps on top of Deathstroke and starts
punching his face, hit after hit after hit.
SFX: Thoom, thoom, thoom!
PANEL FIVE: Deathstroke manages to get a solid hit in that knocks
Wonder Woman off of him.

SFX: Krak!
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PANEL ONE: With Wonder Woman on her back, Deathstroke grabs his
sword.
PANEL TWO: While holding the sword with both hands, Deathstroke
goes to impale Wonder Woman while she’s still down.
PANEL THREE: Suddenly, Deathstroke is electrocuted. Electricity
courses throughout his body, causing him to tense up everywhere.
SFX: ZZzzttt!
DEATHSTROKE: Arrhhgggg!
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman quickly seizes the moment and punches
Deathstroke out with a solid punch to the chin.
SFX: KRAK!
PANEL FIVE: Wonder Woman looks up and sees Bulma holding a big
ass gun. Bulma smiles proudly as the barrel of the gun smokes.
BULMA: I started keeping this bad boy in one of my
capsules…
PANEL SIX: Bulma looks down at Deathstroke’s smoking, unconscious
body while Wonder Woman glares at Bulma with a scowl.
BULMA: You know, for not liking Vegeta, you sure do remind
me of him.
WONDER WOMAN: Don’t ever say that again. I’m nothing like
him.
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PANEL ONE: Lex Luthor and Lord Unity appear on the planet’s
surface.
LEGEND: Australian Outback – Dragonball 7
PANEL TWO: Lex finds the Dragonball in an Ostrich nest.
LEX LUTHOR: That was easy.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity has a maniacal smile on his face as he
looks at his hands.

LORD UNITY: It’s working!!! I’m becoming flesh!
PANEL FOUR: Lex looks suspicious.
LEX LUTHOR: What are you talking about? I thought we needed
all seven Dragonballs for that to happen.
PANEL FIVE: Lord Unity looks at Lex Luthor with a look of
absolute evil.
LORD UNITY: Ha! Ha! Ha!
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PANEL ONE: Green Lantern and Yamcha fly side-by-side over the
Australian Outback. Green Lantern looks over at Yamcha.
GREEN LANTERN: So, tell me about that girl, Bulma? She’s
hot.
YAMCHA: Forget about her.
PANEL TWO: Yamcha looks back at Green Lantern.
YAMCHA: She’s hot and super smart, but believe me, she’s
high maintenance. I know, I used to date her. Besides,
she’s with Vegeta now.
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern looks forward again.
GREEN LANTERN: Figures… girls always go for the bad boy.
YAMCHA: Yeah they do. What about that girl with the tiara
and rope? You two ever..?
PANEL FOUR: Green Lantern laughs.
GREEN LANTERN: No way! She’s the exception to the rule. She
dates boy scouts like Superman. Definitely not bad boys.
SFX: Beep!
YAMCHA: It should be down there.
PANEL FIVE: They land.
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PANEL ONE: Yamcha looks at the Dragon Radar.

YAMCHA: The signal just disappeared.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern points to a silhouette of someone
crawling and moaning.
GREEN LANTERN: Over there!
LEX LUTHOR (SILOHUETTE): Uhh.
PANEL THREE: They get close and Green Lantern is shocked and
disturbed to see who it is and what happened to him.
GREEN LANTERN: Luthor!
LEX LUTHOR (o.s.): Quickly… where’s Batman?
PANEL FOUR: Lex Luthor looks up. His face looks like he’s 100
years old. He’s crawling because he's so frail and weak.
GREEN LANTERN: He… he’s not here.
LEX LUTHOR: Then… we’re doomed. Unity… he’s going to kill
everyone.
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PANEL ONE: Yamcha and Green Lantern look down at the aged, frail
Lex Luthor as he tries to stand up.
LEGEND: Australian Outback
GREEN LANTERN: What happened to you Lex?
LEX LUTHOR: There’s no time, I need Batman. He’s the only
one of you intelligent enough to help.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern and Yamcha look at each other.
GREEN LANTERN: Well gee, thanks for the compliment Lex.
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern reaches out his ring hand to help Lex
Luthor up.
GREEN LANTERN: But, I told you he’s not here.
PANEL FOUR: Lex grabs Green Lantern’s hand with both hands and
his eyes widen as he looks at the ring.
LEX LUTHOR: Your ring! You can make anything with it right?
Can you make something based on my specifications?
PANEL FIVE: Green Lantern helps him up, but then pulls his hand
away.
GREEN LANTERN: Yes, but why would I help you?
PANEL SIX: The aged, frail Lex looks at Yamcha next to Green
Lantern.
LEX LUTHOR: Because I know where Superman is… as well as
your friend.
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PANEL ONE: Solomon Grundy throws a backhand, but Krillin jumps so
high he avoids it.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Raa!!
KRILLIN: No you don’t!
PANEL TWO: Krillin throws his Destructo Disk while still in the
air.

KRILLIN: Destructo Disk!
PANEL THREE: The Destructo Disk cuts Solomon Grundy’s arm off.
SOLOMON GRUNDY: Rarg!!
PANEL FOUR: Krillin smiles.
KRILLIN: Yes!
PANEL FIVE: Grundy picks his arm off the ground.
PANEL SIX: Krillin watches as the arm reattaches itself.
KRILLIN: Ewww, gross!
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PANEL ONE: Cyborg comes back holding up the Dragonball.
CYBORG: I’ve got it.
PANEL TWO: Krillin sees Cyborg, while ducking from another swing
by Solomon Grundy.
KRILLIN: Great! Get your cannon ready, we’ll do it together! On
my mark.
PANEL THREE: Krillin jumps over to Cyborg and puts his hands
together for a Kamahameha wave.
KRILLIN: Ka-me-ha-me…
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg fires his cannon and Krillin fires his
Kamehameha Wave simultaneously, the combined power is a massive
energy blast that knocks Solomon Grundy down.
KRILLIN: Now! …Ha!
SFX: Pksshhh!!
SFX: Skreee!!
PANEL FIVE: They stand over Grundy’s unconscious body. Cyborg
concentrates on incoming reports through his comm-unit.
CYBORG: That won’t stop him, but we have to regroup with
the others. I’m getting weird reports from all over the
world… People are dying everywhere from sudden aging.
PANEL SIX: Krillin looks up at Cyborg with fear in his eyes.

KRILLIN: There’s something else. I can feel an immense dark
energy growing.
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PANEL ONE: Batman retrieves the Dragonball from the ice. Sinestro
walks towards Batman with his hand out.
SINESTRO: Now Batman, hand it over or face the same fate as
your friend.
VEGETA (o.s.): Is that it?
PANEL TWO: Sinestro turns around and sees Vegeta walking towards
him.
VEGETA: Did you really think an attack like that would stop
me? You’ll have to do better than that.
SINESTRO: Fine.
PANEL THREE: Sinestro creates a massive bat type construct and
cracks Vegeta in the face with it.
SFX: Crack!!
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta smirks as he wipes blood away from his lip.
VEGETA: My turn.
PANEL FIVE: Sinestro raises an eyebrow. He realizes he can’t
underestimate this opponent.
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PANEL ONE: Vegeta powers up to Super Saiyan mode. His black hair
goes golden and his eyes turn bluish-green.
VEGETA: Raarr!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta charges Sinestro.
VEGETA: Now you die!!! Raaa!
PANEL THREE: Sinestro manages to build a ring construct shield in
time to absorb the powerful blow. Vegeta’s punch shatters the
construct.
SFX: Kra-koom!

SFX: Kresshh!
PANEL FOUR: Sinestro takes to the air and Vegeta quickly follows.
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PANEL ONE: From the high ground, Sinestro fires energy bursts at
Vegeta, but Vegeta knocks them to the side as he approaches.
Explosions lace the sky near Vegeta.
SFX: Boom! Boom! Boom!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta fires his own energy bursts.
VEGETA: Galick Gun!
PANEL THREE: Sinestro puts up another shield that absorbs the
Galick Gun attack.
SFX: Zzzts!
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta moves in right behind his own energy attack
and punches the shield. It sends Sinestro flying back, towards
the ground.
VEGETA: Raaaa!
SFX: Thoooom!
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PANEL ONE: Green Lantern, Yamcha and Lex Luthor appear on the
Space Station. Lex Luthor has his arm over Green Lantern’s
shoulder for support.
YAMCHA: Looks like it worked.
LEX LUTHOR: Of course it worked, it was my plan. Now help
me over to the control panel.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern looks at Yamcha and holds back laughter
as he helps the frail Lex to the control panel.
YAMCHA: Good thing Vegeta isn’t here, I doubt this place
would be big enough for both of your egos.
PANEL THREE: While placing Lex in the chair, Green Lantern and
Yamcha notice the monitors. Each monitor shows a different
Dragonball. Krillin and Cyborg have one, Wonder Woman and Bulma

have one, Martian Manhunter and Piccolo have one. Batman has one,
with Vegeta and Sinestro battling.
GREEN LANTERN: What is all this? …Is that Sinestro?!
PANEL FOUR: Green Lantern looks closer at the one with Vegeta and
Sinestro. Yamcha looks over at Green Lantern non-chalantly.
GREEN LANTERN: We better get down there! Vegeta’s going to
need our help.
YAMCHA: Are you kidding? Vegeta would probably try to kill
us for interfering. Trust me, he can hold his own.
PANEL FIVE: Green Lantern looks at the monitor and Yamcha
chuckles.
GREEN LANTERN: I gotta say, I’m having mixed feelings about
this one.
PANEL SIX: Yamcha and Green Lantern see another monitor with
Superman and Goku fighting. Goku is in the air.
YAMCHA: Hey! That’s Goku but who’s that he’s fighting?
GREEN LANTERN: That’s Superman!
GOKU (MONITOR): Ka-me-ha-me…
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PANEL ONE: From above, Goku unleashes a massive Kamehameha Wave
down on Superman on the ground below. Impact craters are
everywhere on the surface from their fight.
SFX: Pksshhh!!
GOKU: …Ha!!!
PANEL TWO: Superman crosses his arms and takes the blast head on.
SFX: Ka-Booom!
PANEL THREE: Goku charges down after Superman as Superman charges
towards Goku in a game of chicken.
SUPERMAN & GOKU: Ahhh!

PANEL FOUR: As they both land a punch at the same time, the force
creates a tidal wave of destruction, leaving them in the center
of a massive, grand crater.
SFX: BA-DOOOOM!!!!
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PANEL ONE: (match cut with Goku and Superman) – Sinestro and
Vegeta are on the ground with their hands interlocked. They are
both trying to push the other back. Scowls are on their
faces. Batman is in the background trying to see, but the light
coming from both Vegeta and Sinestro is blinding.
SINESTRO: Aahh!
VEGETA: Ra!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta kicks Sinestro in the ribs causing them to
release their grip.
SFX: Krak!
PANEL THREE: Sinestro creates a construct that comes straight up
from the ground and nails Vegeta right in the chin with
devastating force, sending his head backwards.
SFX: Thrak!
PANEL FOUR: They charge each other again.
PANEL FIVE: Vegeta and Sinestro are both suddenly hit by an
energy blast.
SFX: Kra-Chawwww!
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PANEL ONE: While still on the ground from the blast, Vegeta and
Sinestro look up along with Batman and see Lord Unity descend
from the sky. Lord Unity no longer looks frail and old, now he’s
younger, bigger, and healthier and very evil. Worst of all, he is
in his physical form.
LORD UNITY: Give me the Dragonball.
PANEL TWO: Batman starts aging just from being near Lord Unity.
He looks at his hands as they start shaking.

BATMAN: What?
PANEL THREE: Vegeta and Sinestro stand up and look up at Lord
Unity. (They don't age since they are not human.)
SINESTRO: It seems we will have to finish this another
time.
VEGETA: Count on it.
PANEL FOUR: Sinestro and Vegeta charge after Lord Unity together.
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity waves his hand and it sends an energy wave
at Sinestro and Vegeta sending them back into the ground.
SFX: Kra-Chawwww!
PANEL TWO: Lord Unity walks over to Batman and holds out his
hand.
LORD UNITY: The Dragonball.
PANEL THREE: Batman looks over Unity’s shoulder.
BATMAN: I think you already have your hands full.
PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity turns his head back to see what Batman is
referring to. His eyes widen with surprise.
LORD UNITY: Wha--?
PAGE 12-13
2 PAGE SPREAD: Lord Unity sees Cyborg and Krillin leading
reinforcements. They brought EVERY DC HERO AND DRAGONBALL Z
WARRIOR from both Universes. (except Superman, Goku, Piccolo,
Martian Manhunter, Yamcha and Green Lantern.)
CYBORG: I’d back away from Batman if I were you!
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity turns to face them all. He grins.
LORD UNITY: You have simply saved me the trouble of hunting
you all down one by one. Shall we begin?

PANEL TWO: From out of nowhere, Wonder Woman charges in and nails
Unity in the face, knocking his head to the side.
WONDER WOMAN: Raaa!
SFX: Thooom!
PANEL THREE: Bulma rolls her eyes.
BULMA: Oh nooo, you’re nothing like Vegeta. Mm-hmm. Sure.
PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity turns his head back to face Wonder Woman.
He smiles.
PANEL FIVE: He makes a simple hand gesture that creates an energy
blast that knocks Wonder Woman back.
SFX: Psheeww!
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman flies 30-40 yards back and into the swarm
of heroes, knocking some of them down with her.
WONDER WOMAN: Ugh!
PANEL TWO: The heroes all charge Lord Unity, except Cyborg.
EVERYONE: AAhhhh!!
PANEL THREE: While everyone attacks Unity, Cyborg rushes to check
on a frail looking Batman.
CYBORG: Batman! Are you okay?
PANEL FOUR: Batman looks up at Cyborg but starts disappearing.
BATMAN: I’m fine… I just…
PANEL FIVE: Cyborg looks back and forth.
CYBORG: No! Not again!
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PANEL ONE: Batman appears on Unity’s Space Station and sees Green
Lantern, Yamcha and an even older, frail Lex Luthor sitting at
the control panel.
BATMAN: Lex what did you do?

LEX LUTHOR: There’s no time for details Batman. I scanned
his technology with my suit and Green Lantern was able to
recreate the remote teleportation device…
PANEL TWO: A close-up of a defeated, frail and dying Lex Luthor.
LEX LUTHOR: I tried changing the universes back, but it’s
permanent, Unity lied about everything. He means to suck
the life force from every human being from both universes.
PANEL THREE: Lex looks at Batman. Batman holds out his hand.
LEX LUTHOR: Each life he takes will make him grow stronger,
unless you can stop him. You must get all the Dragonballs
and wish for everything to be restored.
BATMAN: Fine, then give me the last ball. You have it.
PANEL FOUR: Lex grabs onto his chest as he has a heart attack.
LEX LUTHOR: Unity took it, he has it… you must… aaahh!
PANEL FIVE: The old, frail, Batman looks in silence as Lex Luthor
dies.
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PANEL ONE: Wonder Woman is knocked to the ground again. She’s
hurt, but still alive unlike many other heroes lying on the
ground that have now fallen to the extraordinary power of Lord
Unity. Sinestro and Vegeta are in the air firing energy blasts at
him. But they all just seem to be absorbed by Lord Unity.
WONDER WOMAN: Ugh…
SINESTRO: Nothing is getting through.
PANEL TWO: As Lord Unity walks forward, many of the human heroes
fall down and die from old age at his feet. The stronger he gets
the faster he sucks the life out of the humans. Unity fires
energy blasts up in the air at Sinestro and Vegeta. They dodge
the blasts. While Krillin, who is on his knees near Unity and
looking very old, reaches out to try and stop him.
KRILLIN: I… won’t let… you…
PANEL THREE: Krillin falls dead at Unity’s feet.

PANEL FOUR: Cyborg fires a shot from his White Noise Cannon, but
it does nothing to Unity. Cyborg’s human side looks very, very
old. He would already be dead if he wasn’t partially cybernetic.
SFX: Skreee!
CYBORG: Krillin!
PANEL FIVE: Unity makes a hand gesture and Cyborg’s cybernetic
body shatters into pieces, which deactivates his life support
systems, thus killing him.
CYBORG: Arghhh!
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PANEL ONE: Sinestro and Vegeta still try to make a dent from up
above. But while up in the air Vegeta looks down at the ground
and sees Bulma lying there. She looks old.
VEGETA: Bulma!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta's eyes are wide with fear as he flies down to
her.
PANEL THREE: Vegeta falls to his knees to hold her. Frail and
old, she looks up at him. She puts her hand on his cheek.
Vegeta’s eyes start to water.
VEGETA: Bulma no!
BULMA: I… love…
PANEL FOUR: His mouth opens in disbelief when her hand drops as
she dies in his arms.
VEGETA: Bulma? No… no…
PANEL FIVE: He looks up in the air and yells at the top of his
lungs.
VEGETA: Nooooo!
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PANEL ONE: On the ground the Red Lantern ring reforms itself.
SFX: krrickle

PANEL TWO: From the sky Sinestro sees the ring fly towards Vegeta
again. Vegeta is still holding Bulma.
SINESTRO: The ring!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta notices the ring as it flies around his head.
VEGETA: Hmm?
PANEL FOUR: Sinestro yells down at Vegeta.
SINESTRO: Take the ring! It will give you unbelievable
power!!
VEGETA: Power?
PANEL FIVE: The ring slides on Vegeta’s right middle finger.
RED LANTERN RING: Vegeta of the Planet Vegeta…
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SPLASH PAGE: Vegeta goes full on Red Lantern. Dark red, corrosive
and flammable blood spews out of his mouth like a rabid dog.
RED LANTERN RING: …You have Great Anger in Your Heart.
VEGETA: Raaarr!!!!
TO BE CONTINUED
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PANEL ONE: In a rage, with dark red, corrosive blood spewing from
his mouth, Red Lantern Vegeta flies at Lord Unity like a comet.
VEGETA: Raaa!!!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta punches Unity across the face with a right
hand, knocking his head to the side.
SFX: Kraaak!
PANEL THREE: With his left, Vegeta, punches Unity in the stomach.
SFX: Thoom!
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta takes to the air. Holding his right ring-hand
wrist with his left hand, Vegeta fires a massive energy blast at
Unity.
SFX: Thrshhh!
VEGETA: Aahhhh!
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PANEL ONE: From the air, Vegeta looks down at the massive
explosion as it engulfs Lord Unity.
SFX: Kra-kooom!
PANEL TWO: Vegeta lands, as if his rage has been satiated. Wonder
Woman and Sinestro are in the background.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity steps out of the fire.
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman and Sinestro are amazed that Unity is
unscathed. Vegeta scowls.
LORD UNITY: There is no one that can stand against me…
PANEL FIVE: Unity makes a hand gesture that hurls Vegeta into the
ground, between Sinestro and Wonder Woman.
LORD UNITY: …Not even you!
SFX: Zzewm! Kreshh!
VEGETA: Ahhh!
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PANEL ONE: 3rd Universe – Explosions riddle the surface of the
barren planet. So much dust is flying everywhere that only small
silhouettes can vaguely be seen.
LEGEND: Elsewhere
SFX: Boom! Boom! Boom!
GOKU: Ka-me-ha-me…
PANEL TWO: Goku sends his Kamehameha Wave down. It clears the
dust in a funnel of air as it descends.
GOKU: …Ha!!!
PANEL THREE: Superman flies up at Goku like a comet while evading
the Wave blast.
PANEL FOUR: Superman nails Goku in the stomach with both fists.
SFX: Thooom!
GOKU: Graa!
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PANEL ONE: Goku slams his elbow into Superman’s back, causing
Superman to stop advancing.
SFX: Krack!
SUPERMAN: Ugh!
PANEL TWO: Superman fires his heat vision at Goku, but Goku
evades it in the air.
GOKU: Whoa!
PANEL THREE: Superman blows his freeze breath at Goku.
SUPERMAN: Whooo!
PANEL FOUR: Encased in ice, Goku plummets to the ground.
PANEL FIVE: Right before impact, Goku charges up and breaks free
from the ice.
SFX: kreesh!

GOKU: Raa!
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PANEL ONE: Batman sits at the control desk and stares at the
monitors showing Superman and Goku fighting and the heroes all
being killed by Unity. Yamcha looks over his shoulder.
BATMAN: I’ve never seen Clark in a fight like this. He’s
not holding back. Goku’s power is unbelievable.
YAMCHA: I was thinking the same thing about Superman.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern walks back in and heads towards Yamcha
and Batman. Yamcha looks over at Green Lantern, but Batman stares
at the fight on the monitors.
GREEN LANTERN: I don’t know what it’s made of but even my
ring can’t penetrate the barrier surrounding that planet.
We’ll have to figure out another way to get Superman out of
there.
PANEL THREE: Batman turns towards Yamcha and Green Lantern.
BATMAN: We need to hurry. I’m still getting weaker. Unity’s
power must reach us even here.
PANEL FOUR: Yamcha looks at Green Lantern, while Green Lantern
holds up a fist and looks at his ring.
YAMCHA: I’ve felt it too.
GREEN LANTERN: I thought my ring would protect me, but I’m
feeling fatigued myself.
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PANEL ONE: Batman looks back at the controls of the space
station.
BATMAN: I may be able to get Superman and Goku out of there
if I can figure out these controls. But it’ll take some
time.
PANEL TWO: Green Lantern and Yamcha look at Batman.
YAMCHA: Well I can’t just stand around here while our
friends are getting killed back on Earth.

GREEN LANTERN: I agree. We’re heading back to help. Try and
hurry Batman. We’re going to need their help.
PANEL THREE: Batman hands Green Lantern the Dragonball.
BATMAN: Here take this. If you can get the other one, we’ll
have all seven. If the wishes work like they say, you might
be able to fix things on your end.
GREEN LANTERN: Right.
PANEL FOUR: Yamcha goes up to Batman and hands him something.
Batman tilts his head in confusion.
YAMCHA: Give them these when you see them. From the looks
of it, they’re gonna need them… Just trust me. It’s very
important.
PANEL FIVE: Batman watches as Green Lantern and Yamcha start to
disappear.
BATMAN: Good luck.
GREEN LANTERN: You too.
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PANEL ONE: Sinestro has chain constructs coming out of the ground
and holding the wrists of Lord Unity to keep his hands down at
his sides. Wonder Woman is giving him a power punch to the face
knocking his head to the right.
SFX: Tha-dooom!
PANEL TWO: Still raging, Red Lantern Vegeta fires a massive
energy blast from his red ring.
VEGETA: Raaa!
PANEL THREE: The blast lands, knocking Lord Unity’s head back
again.
SFX: krak!
PANEL FOUR: Two green blurs fly past Wonder Woman and strike
Unity in the stomach, causing him to keel over.
LORD UNITY: uggh!

PANEL FIVE: The green blurs land, it’s Piccolo and the Martian
Manhunter. Piccolo is smiling.
PICCOLO: Looks like you could use a hand.
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PANEL ONE: Yamcha and Green Lantern appear on the surface of the
planet. In the background Wonder Woman, Sinestro, Martian
Manhunter, Piccolo and Red Lantern Vegeta are engaged in battle
with Lord Unity.
PANEL TWO: Yamcha looks at his hand and sees that he’s aging
fast.
YAMCHA: It’s happening much faster now that we’re closer to
him.
GREEN LANTERN: Then let’s take him down fast.
PANEL THREE: Green Lantern and Yamcha join the others on the
front line. They each fire a blast.
PANEL FOUR: Unity looks up and smiles.
LORD UNITY: Heh.
PANEL FIVE: Lord Unity claps his hands together in front of him
and it sends an energy wave that knocks all the heroes back.
LORD UNITY: Enough!
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PANEL ONE: (Back view) - Batman has pulled his cowl off and is
fidgeting with the controls on the space station.
SFX: be-deep, deep, beep
CAPTION (BATMAN): That’s it.
BATMAN: Superman can you hear me?
PANEL TWO: On the planet below, Goku and Superman are still
fighting. They are really battle damaged. Goku charges in for
another attack, but Superman holds up his hand to stop Goku.
SUPERMAN: Goku wait! Look!

PANEL THREE: They both look up and see the monitors and a really
old Batman, he aged so much that he had to remove the cowl just
to see. Superman has a look of worry on his face.
SUPERMAN: You’re voice. Bruce is that you?
BATMAN: It’s me Clark.
SUPERMAN: What happened to you?
PANEL FOUR: Superman looks angry.
BATMAN: Lex made a deal with an entity known as Lord Unity.
SUPERMAN: Lex! I should’ve known! Where is he?
PANEL FIVE: Superman looks down, unsure how he feels about what
Batman says.
BATMAN: He’s dead, he was double crossed.
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PANEL ONE: On the space station, Batman talks to the monitors.
BATMAN: But this Lord Unity… has killed almost everyone
else. We can’t stop him Clark.
PANEL TWO: On the planet Goku and Superman look up at the
monitors.
SUPERMAN: Can you get us out of here?
BATMAN: The shield should go down in… 3, 2, 1…
PANEL THREE: The red barrier around the planet dissolves.
CAPTION (BATMAN): …Now!
PANEL FOUR: Batman talks into the mic.
BATMAN: I’ll beam you up here.
GOKU (MONITOR): I got it.
PANEL FIVE: Batman turns around and sees Goku with one hand on
Superman’s shoulder and the other hand pointing his index finger
at his own forehead.
GOKU: Well, now I know for sure it was the force field that
was preventing my Instant Transmission.
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PANEL ONE: Superman and Goku are at Batman’s side. Batman holds
out his hand to give something to Goku. Goku looks down in his
hand with a gentle smile. (we still don’t see what it is.)
SUPERMAN: Are you okay?
BATMAN: Never mind me, you must hurry. Here, these are from
Yamcha.
GOKU: Good ol’ Yamcha. Thank you.
PANEL TWO: Batman looks over from his chair at Superman who has
dropped to one knee to look at him.
BATMAN: You’re on your own this time, I won’t be making it.
SUPERMAN: No! Don’t say that. You can make it. You just
have to hold on Bruce.
PANEL THREE: Batman smiles lightly as he looks at his best
friend.
BATMAN: You always were naive Clark.
PANEL FOUR: Batman hits a button on the control panel. Goku and
Superman start to disappear.
SFX: Click.
SUPERMAN: No! Wa…
PANEL FIVE: With Goku and Superman gone, Batman loses the last
bit of strength he has. His hand falls to the side of the chair,
dropping the remote on the ground.
SFX: thak
BATMAN: pant, pant…
PANEL SIX: Batman’s head falls forward as he dies in the chair.
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PANEL ONE: Goku and Superman appear on Earth. Dead bodies lay
sprawled out all over the ground.
SUPERMAN: …it!!

PANEL TWO: Goku and Superman look down at the ground in horror.
PANEL THREE: Everyone they know and love lay dead on the ground.
They see Piccolo, Martian Manhunter, aged versions of Green
Lantern, Krillin and Bulma. Cyborg in pieces and his human side
of his face looks aged. Plus hundreds more from both universes
lay dead.
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PANEL ONE: They hear a battle behind them and turn to see Red
Lantern Vegeta still fighting Lord Unity. Sinestro is on the
ground grasping his stomach, trying to stay conscious. Red
Lantern Vegeta is the last man standing. He fires an energy blast
from the air that Unity absorbs.
GOKU: It’s Vegeta!
PANEL TWO: Unity fires an energy blast at Vegeta.
LORD UNITY: Die!
PANEL THREE: Vegeta hits the ground hard, next to Sinestro who
has succumbed to his wounds. Goku looks scared for his friend.
GOKU: No! Vegeta!
PANEL FOUR: Vegeta’s body lies in the rubble, motionless. The red
ring flies off his hand and up into the air.
RED LANTERN RING: Red Lantern Vegeta deceased. Seeking
replacement.
PANEL FIVE: Superman and Goku rush over to the battlefield.
Superman sees Wonder Woman lying on the ground motionless.
SUPERMAN: Wonder Woman… Diana?
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PANEL ONE: Superman flies over to Wonder Woman and discovers that
she’s dead.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks down as he hugs onto her.
SUPERMAN: No…
PANEL THREE: Goku faces off with Lord Unity while guarding
Superman as he holds Wonder Woman. Goku is no longer the carefree

happy-go-lucky guy. He’s pissed off at the death and destruction
that Lord Unity has caused.
GOKU: How could you? These were our friends… our family!
I’m gonna make you pay for what you’ve done here!
PANEL FOUR: Superman looks up with an angry scowl. His eyes glow
red as if his anger cannot be contained and is trying to come out
through his heat vision.
SUPERMAN: No! We’re going to make you pay!
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PANEL ONE: Supreme Kai’s eyes widen and he smiles, he turns and
looks at Old Kai. Old Kai is focused on his crystal ball.
LEGEND: World of the Kais
SUPREME KAI: Goku’s back!! I can sense his energy… and
someone is with him. Someone who’s Ki is as incredible and
pure as Goku’s. They’ll stop Lord Unity for sure.
PANEL TWO: Old Kai looks closely at an image of Superman next to
Goku, poised for battle, on his crystal ball.
OLD KAI: Perhaps. But even they might not be enough.
PANEL THREE: Supreme Kai smiles.
SUPREME KAI: How can you say that? We know how strong Goku
is and now he has a friend to help him. They’ll be
unstoppable.
PANEL FOUR: Close-up of Old Kai’s crystal ball.
OLD KAI: I have seen this Lord Unity before.
PANEL FIVE: Old Kai looks at Supreme Kai. Supreme Kai has a look
of fear on his face.
OLD KAI: It took all of the Kais to stop him before and
even then we were barely able to. Our universe’s population
is much greater now than it was back then. I can’t imagine
how powerful he has become this time.
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity laughs as Goku and Superman stand before
him. Superman steps forward with a fist up in anger.
LORD UNITY: I’ve either killed or absorbed the life energy
of everyone from both of your worlds. I am invincible. Not
even the two of you can stop me now!
SUPERMAN: We’ll see about that.
PANEL TWO: Goku holds out his hand to Superman before Superman
can charge off.
GOKU: Superman, wait… eat this.
PANEL THREE: Close-up of the Senzu Beans in Superman’s hand.
GOKU: They’re called Senzu Beans. It’ll restore any
strength you’ve spent on our fight.
PANEL FOUR: They both eat one.
PANEL FIVE: Superman feels the rush of restored strength.
SUPERMAN: Whoa! I definitely feel better. Thank you.
GOKU: Thank Yamcha.
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PANEL ONE: An angry Superman and angry Goku charge Lord Unity
together.
SUPERMAN: Ahh!
GOKU: Raa!
PANEL TWO: Superman gets a solid hit in. Unity laughs even as his
head gets jerked to the side.
SFX: Ba-dooom!
LORD UNITY: Ha, ha!
PANEL THREE: Then Goku gets a solid hit in. Lord Unity continues
to laugh.
LORD UNITY: Ha, ha. I already told you…

PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity throws both arms out to the side,
launching an energy blast that sends Goku and Superman flying
back like ragdolls into the ground.
LORD UNITY: …I am invincible! Raa!
SFX: Zzzewwsssh!
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity starts laughing as he looks at the two on
the ground in front of him.
LORD UNITY: It‘s a shame I can only absorb humans and not
your powers as well. But then again, I’m already nothing
short of a god.
PANEL TWO: As Superman tries to get up, Unity blasts him again,
smashing him into the ground.
SFX: Zzzewwsssh!
SUPERMAN: Kra!!
PANEL THREE: From the ground, Goku puts his index finger to his
forehead and starts to disappear.
PANEL FOUR: Goku re-appears right behind Lord Unity.
PANEL FIVE: Lord Unity anticipated the move and elbows Goku right
in the stomach.
SFX: Thoom!
GOKU: Ooof!
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PANEL ONE: Goku falls to Unity’s feet holding his stomach.
PANEL TWO: Superman fires both heat vision and cold breath at
Unity at the same time, to divert his attention from Goku. The
attack does little to Unity.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity grabs Goku.
PANEL FOUR: Unity hurls Goku right at Superman.
PANEL FIVE: They go flying back hundreds of yards, creating an
impact trail.

SFX: Crressshhh krk! Krk!
GOKU: Ugh!
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PANEL ONE: Unity waves his hand that sends a massive energy wave
at them.
PANEL TWO: There’s a massive explosion that engulfs Superman and
Goku.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity looks up as all his victims lay all over
the ground. He holds up his hands victorious and laughs
maniacally.
LORD UNITY: Ha, ha, ha. This universe is mine!
TO BE CONCLUDED
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PANEL ONE: Close-up on the crystal ball shows Goku and Superman
both trying to get up off the ground. They are both already in
bad shape.
PANEL TWO: Old Kai and Supreme Kai look closely at the crystal
ball. Supreme Kai looks horrified.
SUPREME KAI: I can’t believe it.
OLD KAI: It’s as I feared, Lord Unity has just absorbed too
many humans. And even though he’s already absorbed every
human in both universes, he’s somehow still getting
stronger.
PANEL THREE: Supreme Kai looks at Old Kai with a distressed look.
Old Kai plays with his mustache as he considers the
possibilities.
SUPREME KAI: Is there any chance Goku and Superman can
still defeat him?
OLD KAI: With all the power he’s acquired, neither Goku nor
Superman will be able to beat him alone, especially if
either of them holds back in any way.
PANEL FOUR: Old Kai looks at Supreme Kai. Supreme Kai gets a wide
eyed smile.
OLD KAI: Hmm… but maybe together.
SUPREME KAI: Yes, then I will go immediately!
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PANEL ONE: Superman and Goku are trying to get back on their feet
from Lord Unity’s last attack.
SUPERMAN: You okay?
GOKU: Yeah. That was a powerful attack.
PANEL TWO: They stand up and Superman looks at Goku. Goku is
looking at his hands, trying to determine if his Spirit Bomb
attack would work.
SUPERMAN: This isn’t working. He just seems to be getting
stronger. Any ideas how we can take him down?

GOKU: I don’t know. I can’t even make a Spirit Bomb strong
enough since he killed everyone.
SUPREME KAI (o.s.): Wait!
PANEL THREE: Goku and Superman look back to see who is yelling.
SUPERMAN: Who’s that?
GOKU: Hm?
PANEL FOUR: They see Supreme Kai flying towards them.
SUPREME KAI: Wait, I have an idea!
PANEL FIVE: Goku gets wide-eyed and smiles.
GOKU: Supreme Kai, you came to help?
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PANEL ONE: Supreme Kai catches up and lands next to Goku and
Superman.
SUPREME KAI: I’m afraid I wouldn’t be much use against such
an opponent, Goku.
PANEL TWO: Superman, Goku and Supreme Kai look over at Lord Unity
as he starts laughing.
LORD UNITY: A single Kai? You’ve failed then, Kai! 12
billion human lives have given me more than enough power to
defeat a dozen Kais. You cannot defeat me!
PANEL THREE: Supreme Kai steps forward.
SUPREME KAI: You’re right Unity, I could never defeat you.
PANEL FOUR: Superman and Goku stand behind Supreme Kai. But
Superman looks at Supreme Kai.
SUPERMAN: We’re not going to just give up.
GOKU: Never.
PANEL FIVE: Supreme Kai turns back to Superman and Goku. He holds
up two dangling Potara Earrings. Goku’s eyes widen again.
SUPREME KAI: Of course not, I came to bring you these.
GOKU: Potara Earrings!

SUPERMAN: Whatever those are, he certainly doesn’t look
worried.
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity looks at the trio with an arrogant smile.
LORD UNITY: Try whatever you can Kai. You will never take
my body away from me again.
PANEL TWO: Superman looks at Supreme Kai.
SUPERMAN: What does he mean by that?
SUPREME KAI: Lord Unity cannot be killed, he’s an immortal,
but if you can take his power away, he loses his corporeal
form and becomes nothing more than a harmless, intangible
spirit being.
PANEL THREE: Goku looks at Superman.
SUPERMAN: I wasn’t planning on killing anyone, but it’s
good to know I don’t have to hold back.
GOKU: Neither one of us does, but that still might not be
enough.
PANEL FOUR: Goku reaches for a Potara Earring from Supreme Kai.
GOKU: But with these we can beat him… together. It’s
permanent, but it’s our only chance.
PANEL FIVE: As Goku places one on his left ear. Superman reaches
for the other one.
GOKU: Take one and pinch it over your right ear lobe.
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PANEL ONE: Superman pinches it over his right ear lobe.
SUPERMAN: Now what?
PANEL TWO: Goku smiles as Supreme Kai quickly flies off to get to
a safe distance.
SUPERMAN: Wait, where are you going? What do we do now?
GOKU: Get ready for it.

PANEL THREE: Superman and Goku’s bodies are slammed together.
SUPERMAN: What’s happening?
GOKU: It’s okay Superman.
PANEL FOUR: Supreme Kai flies as fast as he can from them. Behind
the Supreme Kai, light starts to emit from Goku and Superman as
they start to ascend into the air.
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PANEL ONE: There is a massive explosion of energy in the air,
creating a giant globe of light, easily 100 yards in diameter.
Supreme Kai looks back to see it.
SFX: KRA-KOOOOM!!!
PANEL TWO: The ice melts away from the surrounding area.
PANEL THREE: Even Lord Unity has to shield his eyes from the
intense light.
LORD UNITY: Wha--?
PANEL FOUR: The energy burst starts to subside and in its center
floats a single silhouette of a new being.
PANEL FIVE: The new being clenches his fist.
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SPLASH PAGE: The energy has dissipated and there floats KalKarot, a single being comprised of both Superman and Goku.
Electrical currents course throughout his body.
Kal-Karot’s outfit is Goku’s Gi, in Superman’s blue and the
undershirt is red, with Superman’s “S” on it. His hair is golden
and cleaner cut than Goku’s hair, but longer than Superman's. He
has Superman’s curl, but the curl is much longer and pointing
strait up from the energy. Superman’s cape attaches to Goku’s
wristbands, creating a wing-like appearance.
Kal-Karot smiles as he looks at his clenched fists.
KAL-KAROT: This power! It’s unbelievable.
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PANEL ONE: Kal-Karot looks down at Lord Unity with a mischievous
smile.
KAL-KAROT: Alright!
PANEL TWO: Lord Unity narrows his eyes with concern.
LORD UNITY: Hmm.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity immediately attacks with two energy
blasts, one from each hand.
LORD UNITY: Raaa!
PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity’s energy blasts just bounce off the energy
surrounding Kal-Karot.
SFX: Gzzt! Gzzt!
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PANEL ONE: Kal-Karot counter-attacks with lightning speed. He
fires multiple energy blasts from each hand down onto Unity.
KAL-KAROT: Aaaah!!
PANEL TWO:

Unity absorbs the energy blasts with a smirk.

LORD UNITY: Heh.
PANEL THREE: Lord Unity ascends into the air.
PANEL FOUR: He punches his fists together which creates a massive
energy burst that knocks Kal-Karot to the ground below.
SFX: Gzzowww!!!
KAL-KAROT: Arghhh!
PANEL FIVE: Kal-Karot hits the ground, shattering the surface.
SFX: Krasssh!
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PANEL ONE: As Kal-Karot stands back up, he looks up and sees Lord
Unity flying towards him in attack position.
LORD UNITY: You die!!

PANEL TWO: Kal-Karot takes to the air and rushes towards him as
well.
SFX: Swooosh!
PANEL THREE: They charge at each other and as they both land
punches, it creates a massive crater in the planet.
SFX: Ba-Doom!
PANEL FOUR: Kal-Karot is hurled back into the ground from the
impact.
SFX: Thoooom!
PANEL FIVE: Unity lands on the ground and sees Kal-Karot lying
motionless in a crater.
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity walks towards a terrified Supreme Kai and
smiles.
LORD UNITY: Now to be rid of the Kais once and for all.
KAL-KAROT (o.s.): Hey!
PANEL TWO: Unity turns around and sees Kal-Karot standing up and
smiling.
KAL-KAROT: Where are you going, I’m not finished with you
yet. That last attack did tickle a little bit though.
LORD UNITY: Grr.
PANEL THREE: Close-up of Kal-Karot.
KAL-KAROT: I see now how you’ve been getting stronger.
You’ve been absorbing the energy blasts. So… you think you
can absorb everything?
PANEL FOUR: Lord Unity has a nasty scowl on his face.
PANEL FIVE: Kal-Karot gets in the Kamehameha position.
KAL-KAROT: Let’s see if you can absorb this… Ka-me-ha-me…

PAGE 12-13
2 PAGE SPREAD: Kal-Karot launches his attack. The Kamehameha Wave
comes out of his hand like normal, but now a new Kamehameha wave
comes out of each eye, replacing the heat vision, totaling in
three massive, blinding waves, that all strike Unity at once.
Lord Unity is in agony from the pain as his body begins to
overload.
KAL-KAROT: …Haaaaa!
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PANEL ONE: Lord Unity yells in agony as the wave just keeps
coming until he can no longer absorb anymore.
LORD UNITY: Argggg-–!!!
PANEL TWO: He explodes and his frail, old looking spirit is seen
at the center of the explosion.
SFX: Thzzkk-Doooom!!
PANEL THREE: As the spirit disappears, the last Dragonball falls
to the Earth.
LORD UNITY: Nooo!
PANEL FOUR: Kal-Karot sees the Dragonball hit the ground.
KAL-KAROT: The Dragonball!!
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PANEL ONE: The seven Dragonballs are now lying on the ground at
Kal-Karot’s feet. Kal-Karot smiles at Supreme Kai.
LEGEND: Later
SUPREME KAI: Now, with your two wishes, you can wish all
your friends back to life and restore the Universe.
PANEL TWO: Kal-Karot raises both hands in the air.
KAL-KAROT: I summon the Eternal Dragon, Shenron, to make my
wish come true.
PANEL THREE: The Dragonballs glow and misty light emerges.

PANEL FOUR: The giant dragon, Shenron, looks down on Kal-Karot
and the Supreme Kai from the air above.
SHENRON THE DRAGON: Choose your words carefully and I will
grant you any three wishes within my power.
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PANEL ONE: Kal-Karot looks at Supreme Kai.
KAL-KAROT: Three?
SUPREME KAI: It must be because the universe is actually
two universes. We somehow get an additional wish. That’s
great, that means you can wish yourselves back into Goku
and Superman.
PANEL TWO: Kal-Karot smiles, as he looks back up at the dragon.
KAL-KAROT: That’s great! We wish for you to bring everyone
that Lord Unity killed back to life.
PANEL THREE: The dragon’s eyes glow.
SHENRON THE DRAGON: As you wish.
PANEL FOUR: Supreme Kai looks scared when he realizes all the
heroes waking up are still old.
SUPREME KAI: Oh no, we only restored their lives, not their
youth!
PANEL FIVE: Kal-Karot looks back up at Shenron. Shenron’s eyes
glow.
KAL-KAROT: I’ll just use the other wish. Shenron, can you
restore everyone’s youth to what it was days ago?
SHENRON THE DRAGON: Yes, it shall be done.
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PANEL ONE: As the heroes begin waking up, youthful and healthy
again, Batman teleports down.
KAL-KAROT: Batman! You’re back!
PANEL TWO: Batman sees the Superman insignia. Kal-Karot smiles at
him.

BATMAN: Superman?
KAL-KAROT: And Goku, but it’s Kal-Karot now. How did you
get here? Where’s Lex?
BATMAN: When I woke up, Lex was already gone. I set the
space station to plummet into the planet and then used the
remote device to beam me back.
PANEL THREE: All the heroes of both universes smile as they
surround Kal-Karot and Supreme Kai. Krillin gestures for Cyborg
to meet his wife, Android 18, Martian Manhunter greets Piccolo,
Wonder Woman hugs Bulma and Yamcha and Green Lantern greet KalKarot. The dragon waits patiently above them all.
PANEL FOUR: Wonder Woman approaches Vegeta and holds out her
hand.
WONDER WOMAN: We fought well together.
PANEL FIVE: To Krillin and Bulma’s amazement, Vegeta shakes her
hand.
VEGETA: We did. You are a true warrior…
PANEL SIX: While shaking her hand he looks over at the others.
Krillin is rolling his eyes.
VEGETA: Certainly more of a warrior then these weaklings.
KRILLIN: And Vegeta’s back.
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PANEL ONE: They all look up at the dragon.
SHENRON THE DRAGON: What is your last wish?
KAL-KAROT: Right! The final wish!
PANEL TWO: Kal-Karot leans over to hear what a sad Supreme Kai is
trying to quietly tell him.
SUPREME KAI: Kal-Karot, after you restore the universes, I
don’t know what will happen to you since you are from both
now.
PANEL THREE: Kal-Karot puts his hand on Supreme Kai’s shoulder to
re-assure him.

KAL-KAROT: Thanks for the concern Supreme Kai, but this has
to be done.
PANEL FOUR: Kal-Karot looks back at the dragon. The dragon’s eyes
glow.
KAL-KAROT: We wish for you to please restore our two
Universes to how they were before Lord Unity combined them.
SHENRON THE DRAGON: That is a difficult wish…. But it shall
be done.
PANEL FIVE: The heroes from the DC Universe and the Dragonball Z
Universe wave goodbye to each other as they fade away.
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PANEL ONE: DCU – The DC Heroes re-appear in Metropolis. Wonder
Woman is looking back and forth with a worried look on her face.
GREEN LANTERN: It’s back to normal!
WONDER WOMAN: But where’s Superman?
PANEL TWO: Superman finally appears.
BATMAN: There he is!
PANEL THREE: Wonder Woman hugs Superman.
SUPERMAN: Hi.
PANEL FOUR: Cyborg looks at Green Lantern.
CYBORG: I’m gonna miss Krillin.
GREEN LANTERN: Yeah, I’m going to miss Yamcha, he would’ve
made a great wing man.
PANEL FIVE: Superman and Wonder Woman walk over to Cyborg and
Green Lantern.
SUPERMAN: Goku really showed me what kind of fun I can have
with my powers.
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PANEL ONE: DBZU – The Dragonball Z heroes all appear, including
Goku.

YAMCHA: It’s good to be home!
PANEL TWO: Krillin looks at Yamcha and Bulma.
KRILLIN: Man those guys were cool, especially Cyborg.
BULMA: I don’t know, I think Wonder Woman was pretty
amazing.
PANEL THREE: Bulma looks at Vegeta with a mischievous smile.
Yamcha and Krillin hold back laughter while Vegeta gets angry.
BULMA: So Vegeta, how does it feel to get your butt kicked
by a woman?
VEGETA: She did not beat me!
PANEL FOUR: Goku steps over to Bulma and Vegeta. Vegeta turns his
back and crosses his arms.
GOKU: Or how about that red ring? I didn’t think anything
could make you look even meaner.
VEGETA: Bah! Potara earings, red rings… I’m a warrior, I
don’t need accessorizing.
PANEL FIVE: As the others laugh, Goku looks up at the sky.
CAPTION (GOKU): When the universes separated, Kal-Karot
must’ve been split too. But I’ll see you again Superman, so
we can find out who the best really is.
THE END

